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The colored man is everywhere,
unmistakably - imitating the white man.
He will have schools like the white man,

scription, and to forward what
year, without further remi
NEWSPAPER

from this oflice.

DECISIONS.

.'1.
Any person who takes a newspaper reguldrly
(rom the post-offee—whether directed to his name or

another’s, or whether he has-subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
2. Ifa person orders his
paper discontinued, he
must [gd alk arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until Jayment is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
_ effice or not.

have decided that refusingto take
periodicals from the .post- office, or

removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional frauds
¥
.
&& When Agents receive

prémiums, no percentage

on moneys sent for the Star is7allowed in addition,
&9~ We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
thew.

The Morning Star.
DECEMBER

Christmas
:

27,

deaths are more.

1871.

there
this

:

ing,

’

.
Behind the day’s dark cloud,
To halls where Beauty’s sufhmer light is shining,
oh
Where danceis langh
aga crowd,
Christmas is cope!
O werld! O life! O heartfin sorrow sighing!

Oh, low and sweef the Christmas carols falter,
Then rise with rich increase,

And for an hour about one shrine and Altar
13

“ Long love, long peace and
We sing aloud, and then,
Their tones grown strong wi
J
The great bells chime, Ang

that

will

decrease;

account

for;

it is

for
not

Y

Christmas is comejam

Recollections of*

———
A YOUNG RACE.
.
"Phere seems to me to be successive stages,
as of youth, middle age, and old age, in
the life of nations as well as of individuals.
And, while the Indian race exhibits the

the

rule of slavery,

both the lust

and the cupidity of the whites unnaturally
stimulated the increase of the race. Every
negro woman was absolutely at the mercy
of every white man she might chanceto
meet alone,/and every negro child born was
so many golden dollars in the pockets of
the owner of its mother. It came to. pass,

steal

To lighted hearths whose fires make silver linings

All nations stand at peace.
Christmas is' dome

and still are, peculiar local and

causes,

comparative

Under

clear night seems bending low to listen;

From sea to sea a mighty voice is pealing,
On moorland bleak and wide,
Through frozen fields and dead rose-gardens

indicate that

true that there is an actual decrease. Phe
race is increasing, probably even faster, or
quite as fast as the whites, only not as fast
as before:

The church lifts up its cross;
And solitary, snow-capped mountains glisten;
And blue sead flash and toss.
Christmas is.come!

By wood and water-side.
Christmas is come!

were

temporary

Out in the midnight’s white and starry splendor
Ounce more the glad bells ring,
While softer human voices, sweet and tender, 5
The songs of Christmas sing.
Christmas is come!
The whole

might

the racewas approaching that period of its
life, when its vigor has reached its culmination, and it becomes less fruitful. But,

Carol.

—

This

himself out like a conflagration, and only

depositing a number of bookk nearly equal

left the scars of “his ravages to mark where

to that now on hand, and will relieve the
pressure for room for at least twenty-five

reason to dofibt their
;

gince the destruction of slavery.
|

These are no doubt the true causes of the

retarded increase of the race, growing in-

marks of decadence amd second childhood, cidentally and necessarily out of their
hastening it to speedy extinction, the Arie great exodus from a worse than the bond"can race manifests the indications of a still age of Egypt.

he had been. Who among you can look into an infant's face and not see a power in it

* SOCIALITY-~UNRELIABILITY.

They

trust

that

a colored

man

No sleep from now till morn; 1

4

are especially gregarious.

will do a given

or amatory.

CIVIL SERVICE

_ The Virgin is in travail,

|

The commissioners

* At twelve ajll the child be born!”
Behind her, stumped a crippled beggar,
who croaked in a voice rough with frost and
aguardiente his deep disillusion and distrust
of the great :—
,
“This is the eve of Christmas,
But what is that to nie?
We are ruled by thieves and robbers,
As it was and will always be.”

Next comes a shouting band of the youth
of Spain, strapping boys
crisp and black almost to
young girls with flexible
Arab eyes that shine with

light in the shadows.

with bushy locks,
blueness, and gay
forms and dark
a phosphorescent

They troop on with

clacking castanets. “The challenge of the
mozos rings out on the frosty air,

The Progress of the Negro.

work. If he promises to, he will—provided nothing interferes. But, themhe is very
easily integfered with. In short, he is much

No candid person in the South will deny
that the general experience of the negro
since emancipation has been progress : that
like an average ten years old boy—that is, in nearly every respect of his life he exrather easily enticed away from his work. hibits some improvement from that date.
It is well to keep an eye upon him, if you Southern men are not very readyto advery confidently expect or need results.
vertise this to the world ; they would prob-|ably
confess it with
reluctance to a
IMPROVIDENCE.
The

old notion

that the

colored

people

will not work under freedom is exploded.
They will work.
They do work—even
though it is not

they might.

so well, nor so. wisely,

They do more effective work,

too, than they did in slavery.

But

as

they are improvident.

:

When

they

raise enough to last them through the year,

northern

commission of

inquiry; but in

private conversations among themselves,
where no pride of controversy interposes,
they admit it and wonder atit.
Thé negro
moves. Heis showing the greatest eagerness for knowledge and education; attested by the fact, for which examination
is challenged, that

in_the

free

schools of

slave-life,
away. In
ing, these
life will be
beautiful
pear.

and will pass’ away—are passing
the change that is rapidly comchrysalis coatings of their old
thrown off, and a newer and more
and exalted form of life will ap-

There is hope, and

promise, and

future for the colored race.

A.D. W,

a

of his scanty

wages.

shown a discretion and

have nonplussed

As

2 voter

he

independence

has

that

the wisest of the poli

ticians, There were white wiseacres who,
some time agp, supposed that the negro’s

vote might be procured by the merest so-

THE CITY,

appointed to

Washington have lately fulfilled a Scripture
have fed him.

In

fact,

about twenty of them invited him to a rich
and bountiful dinner,at which a good many
#c things were eaten and a good many
ne things suid, it all being designed to
“fortify Mr. Washburn for his coming gubernatorial duties,
These expensive dinners
no disinterested

over

But we who

are outside and only know about them as
we read the reports in the newspapers; we
who daily meet cold and hungry wretches
on the streets, and actually see the misery
that the cost of one of these dinners might
relieve ;—we can not quite appreciate the
whole force of the theory that refuses ‘‘to
encourage idleness” by saving one of these

poor creatures from starving, but is always
running with its hands and arms full to feed
those

who would

absolutely be better off if

they would let the dinners alone. Of course
we have no Businessto complaiiz, and we
don’t; but at the same tifne we.can never see

these starving fellows

hanging

around

the

doors where wealth and position are being
patted and petted inside, without thinking
of the bully who would trip a cripple, or
cheat a blind man, or some other such disagreeable and hateful thing.
Perhaps you
fail to see the relation between the two, but
we cati'stop to elaborate.
RE-BUILDING

CHICAGO.

£1

“#4 bill appropriating four millions of dollars towards eretting federal buildings in
Chicago has passed both houses of Congress
and will doubtless become a law.
This is
only an effort on the part of the Government to keep equal to the liberal spirit that
is all this winter planning and executing

just such projects in the city itself.

Of

course a good thany temporary structures
are reared, and there are consequent suf-

fering to families

provide a government for the District of
bia” was approvid by

and inconveniences

to

business men, but there are also permanent

and magnificent edifices going up, each of
which will help to make the new city equal.
to the old one. Hundreds are living on ra-

the President.

the District the.prwer

which

they meviously

of governing

Colum-

It was

intention of the law to f{rausfer to tie

the

people of
themselves,

had not. They had been

governed by Congress in all important matters,
althongh ' the cities. of ‘Washington and George-

town had each a mayor and boards of sldermen
and common councilmen, yith slight powers.
The new form of'government has already proved

itself to be much better adapted to the wants of
our people than the old system, Of course, it * *
has i's drawbacks; the chief of which is the liability of incompetent and dishonést men to get into office, bug with the multiplying of offices, there
always’ comes the increase of office-seekers, and
‘Washington has not more than its share of rogues
(outside the halls of Congress).
In fact, I doabt
if it’has so many dishvuest officials as some other
large cities of the Union have.
Evidences of improvement are to be seen on every hand, in the streets, alleys, private dwellings and public offices.
Some wonderful trans-

been

made.

Still greater im-

os

CONGRESS.

The committees” appointed by Speaker Blaine
have organized, and several of them have held
meetings. The Representatives appear to be pretty well satisfied with Mr. Blaine’s appointment,
but there are some disappointed ones.
With few
exceptions, the chairmen are the ablest men in
the House, and these ‘ exceptions were made on
account of what was deemed a pressing political
necessity.
Surprise is, manifested by some peo-

ple at the number of New England members
who
are at the head of committees.
Massachusetts stands pre-eminent, as usual. But it is
a fact that our N. E. members are, as a rule,abler
than those from the West, or from the Middle
States. They are better educated, and, therefore,
bitter fitted for the positions which they hold.
In the West, mere politicians generally get the offices, and wire-pulling is carried to a much higher state of perfection than in the East.
The pre
ponderance of influence, which the western congrcssmen have in both the Senate and House is
due to their pumber. What they Jack in ability
they make up in ballots. Thus, the West keeps
upon the statute-book the law imposing an in
come-'ax, while the: Middle and Eastern States
would be glad to have ii repealed.

The Senate to-day concurred
the House in appropriating four

in the: action of
million

dollars

to begin the erection of a Government. building
in Chicago.
This promptness is highly commendable,
not only ‘because it will insure the
erecting of suitable quarters for the servants of
the country, but, also,
because it will he the
means of giving employment to many willing.
hands, in the unfortunate city.

Many members of the

House

have’

sion.

The

discussion

will

be interesting,

no

doubt, but the Republican members will all vote
for the appropriation, and many A Democratic,
also. I do not think, however,from what I learn

of public sentiment, that the Treaty

is as popu-

lar as it was when it was first made.

courage, which helps Ph

cially eloquent.

warm, and

hope,

which

the mer-

keep the body.
sees

comfortable

I do not think I ever heard a

more logical and effective speaker than Senator
Thurman.
He iz cool,self-possessed, gentlemanly, but at the same time, keen and unsparing.
The question involved in the ‘debate was mainly
personal, as, doubtless, nearly all the Senators
ere in favor of investigation and retrenchment.

licitation, a mere wink from the employer; homes and thriving business only a little
and a common joke in the, South on the way off. We are ‘beginning to see some
>
:
ni
Fifteenth Amendment was that the disseventh
the
point fo the statement that Chicago came out
named,
From causes already
*
Christmas
in
Spam.
-,
franchised white men
might buy some of the fire unscorched.,
”
commandment is much less fi: equently vio——
—
cheap old negro to do his voting for him.
The
epabinn Senators are alittle shy of Summent and ‘feeling, as well as a thoughtless
lated than formerly. The Family is grow. THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
Christmas apparently comes in Spain on Never was such disappointment,
hurz,Trumbuil, Fenton and Patterson,and
ner,
The
abandonment to passing experiences, not at ing up to be an institution, ands part of
consider
them not fully satisfied with the course
‘no other mission than that referred to in the spectacle has mot been uncommon in the
all in harmony with the gravity and the digSince we all feel a commendable interest
their social life, us it never’ was before. told English
they did n’t
“ bringing
good South of a negro who paid a deference to in our own property, a little extra space of the Administration. Accordingly,
couplet,
nity of age.
There is also the instinctive,
A
want any ane of these five gentlemen on the inVery few children are now born among ¢heer.” The Spaniards are the most frugal the white man scarcely’ less than he had
child-like sense of dependence, that has
used in telling about our library in Washing*
vestigating committee, fearing that they might
them out of lawful wedlock—whether of
of people, but during the days that precede shown in the days of slavery, who possibeen so sadly used for their enslavement, .
white or colored fathers. So far as my ob- their Noche Buena, their Good Night, they bly yet said ¢¢Mas'r,” who did his work ton will not seem unwisely filled. The re- investigate a little harder than is desirable.. It
and is even yet made use of to defraud
port of the 1ibFarian shows an aggregate of is a pity that such men as Sumner,Schurz, Truniservation goes, while living in the south,
in all humility and with all subjection, 286, 846 volumes and 40,000 pamphlets on bull, and Patterson are notin favor with Morten,
seem
to
be
given
up
as
completely
to
cares
them, Then there is a manifest preponderthere are ‘even comparatively less illegiti- of the commissariat as the most eupeptic of yet going openly to the polls and casting
are the very
ance of the perceptive and imitative faculDecember 1,1871, against 197,668 volumes Pomeroy, Harlan, and Nye,for they
now born among the blacks
scholarchildren
Sedife—able,
mate
the
in
men
best
and
ablest
~~
i
Germans.” Swarms-of turkeys #te driven his vote: there: against the party of his and 80,000 pamphlets on December '1,1870.
ties—as in all young life.
than among the whites.
:
and pure. The committee was made up, howly
Such an’ instance of self-re- The additions during the year were 39,178
in from the surrounding country, and taken ‘employer.
There is, moreover, an almost entife abever, and not one of the first four gentlemen was
We were prepared to expect petty thievspect
and
moral
courage is to be admired volumes and 9000 pamphlets, 8851 books onit. Mr, Buckingham, the Chairman, is a
about
the
streets
by
their
rustic
herdsmen,
customs,
old-time
and
gence of traditions
would
It
servants.
of
part
the
ing on
added by purchase and 5640 .by copyright; good and elegant old gentleman, of fine tastes
such as attach themselves to old men or old ‘seem that their old slave life:almost neces= making the roads gay with their scarlet even by ‘those against whom it acts.—Gal1186 were deposited by the Smithsonian In- and plenty of money, but he has neither the natnations. And, whatever. there is of a past sarily trained and habituated them to it. wattles,and waking rural memories byftheit axy.
to .
ural faculty nor the’ requisite experience,
no
witk
‘
|
vociferous
gobbling.
The
great
marketit
to
oling
stitute,
866 were presénted, and 65 obtained qualify
they
race,
‘to the colored
And it/does exist. We have known bread
him for the position.
place of the season is the Plaza Major.
by exchange. By the act of July 1, 1870, a
tenacity, but ‘abandon it as readily as a and pies to be abstracted from the kitchen
There is not a good prospect of speedy action
transfer was made of 23, 070 copyright vol- by Congress on the report of the Civil Service
child abandons the playthings of yesterday stove in broad daylight. But there is. far The ever-fruitful provinees of the South are
As sure as God liveth, as sure as the Holy umes from the pateit office. They were (Commission, submitted by President Grant yesfor the mew ones of to-day. Their hopes, less of it than we expected. It is not the laid under contribution, and the result is a
their aspirations, their thoughts, all go rule. The fact really is that there is less of wasteful show of tropical luxuriance that One of Israelis the Lord of Hosts, the Al- mostly school-books and minor literature terday. It is safe to say that nothing impor :
forth into the future, liké the anticipations it than with white servants at the north. seems most incongruous under the wintry mighty, right is might, and ever was, and of the last forty years, and fewer du- tant will be done until after the néxt Presidential election.
vy. There are mountains of oranges and ever shall be. Holiness is might; meek- plicates were found than expected. The
and visions of the young, instead of treasNEW STATE DEPARTMENT.
colored servants during all
employed
We
uring up and extolling the past, as is the
dates, brown hillocks of nuts of every kind, uees is might; patience is might; humility books received by copyright were 5599 in
Workmen are busy upon the building intended *
our southern residence, and never knew a
number;
periodicals
and
pamphlets,
3491;
wont of the old.
for the occupancy of the Department of State. It
single article to be taken from us by them. store of every product of this versatile soil, is might; self-denial and self:sacrifice are
The air i5 filled with nutty and fruity fra- might; faith is might; love is might; every prints, engravings and chromos, 45671; will biti splendid structure, about as large as
were
family
the
CHANGE—GROWTH.
of
all
| Some of the time,
gift of the Spirit is might. The cross was total, 19,826. The number for the pr evious the Treasury building, but will not be finished
Hence a great change is everywhere tak- habitually absent, a part of the day, either grance. Under the ancient arcades are the
year was over 2000, The results of the jules than two years. In the meantime, the
ing
place among the colored people of the teaching or attending school, and the color stalls of the butchers, rich Jyith .«the mutton two pieces of dead wood; and a helpless, copyright law, ms respects registration in Secretary of Stute and his Subordingtes occupy:
unresisting
Man
was
nailed
to
it;
yet
it
son
Where brought more in contact ed girl had free access to.all parts of the of Castile, the hams of Estremadura, and was mightier than the world, and tiumph- the office of the libra:y of Congress, will be an edifice, originally intended for-an orphan asylam, and entirely unfitted for the purpose to with the social and religious characteristics house. And not an article,outside those she the hero-nourishing bullsbeef of Andalusian
made the subject of a special report to Con- *} which it is now devoted. Tt is not fireproof, and
ed, and will ever triumph over it. Heaven
of the whites, there is an almost total aban- was to use in her work, was ever molested, pastures.
1870,
and
is likely to btwn’ down any night, to the total
At night the' town is given up to liarniless and earth shall pass away, but no pure, holy’ gress covering the years 1871
donment, of their whilom characteristics and or as ‘we believe, even touched. When
since July 8.- The number of copyrights destructionof the archives of the State Departdeed, or word, or thought.
On the other
Nowhere
has
the.
tradition
of
the.
racket.
. the: udoption of those of the whites, At her colored friends called, as they often did, |
nt papers of a date.
hand, might, that. which the children of entered during the .yeat ending December ment, which contain i
‘Storer College, for instance, at Harper's to get a glimpse of the books and the pict- ‘Latin Saturnalia been fitted with less
Reverie.
1, 1871, is 12,688, and the! amount of fees as remote as that of
earth
call
so,—the
strong
wind,
the
earthMen,
calendar.
PRESCOTT.
Ferry, if one could hear the exercises of a’ ures, or to hear the music, if the family’ change into the Christian
paid the United States is $10,187. . The
dts
quake, the fire,—perishes through its own
_prayer-meeting, and not see the worshipers, were out, they were never allowed beyond women, and children of the proletariat—the violence, self-exhausted and self-consurhed ; new system gives uniform atisfaction to
Lodk upon every day. as the whole of life,
not
or know that they were blacks, he would the kitchen, until the return of some one unemancipated slaves of necessity —go out as our-age of the world has been allowed to authors and pablishers upon t e subject of merely as ‘a section; and enjoy the present,
noisy
with
misery
never puspect it by anything appearing in to give gehal
permission —though the this nightto cheat their
For better accommodations for the rapidly in- without wishing, through. haste, to spring. on to
frolic, The owner of a tamborine is the witness in the most signal example.
and in summer
their worship. Their old. nero melodiés doors were hever locked,
.
¥
many
of
us
remember,
and
they
'who
do
not creasing number of books. The’ librarian another section now lying before you.
equal of a peer; the proprietor of a guitar
Ta
are gone, and a visitor can hardly get one weéretoften open.

growing youthfulness.
There js a youthful exuberance of spirits,
and a demonstrative out-cropping of senti-

:

2

_ MORALITY,

.

Right Is Might.

ren

\

“y
*

i]

expressed

cury usually below zero; but they have got

with

z

privately their intention to say something on the
Washington Treaty, when the appropriation to
carry it into effect is proposed, later in the ses-

The debate in the Senate, on the motion of
Mr. Anthony to proceedto the election of the
on Investigation and Retrench- Committee
ment, was exceedingly able and interesting. /
Thurman were espeMr. Sumner
and Mr.

tions and in mere shanties,

Wo

provements
are to he
inaugurated
in
the
spring. Four million dollars are to be raised,
for defraying their cost, which will be sp
within two
years. Most of this money undoiibtedly will
honestly expended.
Our national
city is grfwing in wealth and beauty faster than
ever bgfore, and already
presents
attractions
greated, to the minds of thoughtful Americans,
than those of any other city in the United States.
The talk about removing the Capital has died
away entirely, and now nobody ever thinks of
the project,

which

party need to complain,

provided they pay their bills.

;

On the 21st dav of February lsst, “an act to

formations have

If the coming Massachusetts governor
was hungry, then his political friends in

are coming to be very common,

/

——

A CONGRESSMAN .

injunction, for they

Buta woman can fool him" still 1”
—dAtlantic Monthly.
”

é

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dee. 20, 1871. .

mission be continued to see if still. better results can not be reached. Are we really to
‘witness an end of office-jobbing ?

Let us drink and love our fill 1”

The librarian now holds an unex-

Washington, Corresponiinee.

REFORM.

lately

years.

exceeding $28,000.

of next January, and advises that the Com-

DINING

‘“ A man may be bearded and gray,

He advises the extension

pended baidhee of previous Appropristions

prepare a scheme of eivil service reform
have just submited their plan to the Presi-_
dent, and he has issued a special message
on the subject. The scheme of the commissioners proposes that, there shall be competitive examinatio
“filling vacancies,
and that promotions shall be according to
faithfulness of service.
All assessments of
Clerks or other government employes for
political purposes isstrictly prohibited, and
persons appointed to office, with certain exceptions, shall serve a probationary term
of six months.
The President says that
this scheme will go into operation the first

“This is the eve of Christmas,

And the saucy Antiphon of girfish voices responds,
4

from Congress.

ofthe west front of the capito) sixty or one

right—Dburst like a tempest cloud, burnt hundred feet, which will give facilities for

I mightier than all the armies of Napoleon ?—
made with sufficient thought and discrimi- heard one ragged woman with a brown Archdeacon Hare.
nation. Ask from them a statement of baby at her breast go shrieking through the
.
facts, as to actual occurrences, and there Street of HieMagdalen,
Events of the Week.

will ‘séfom be any
declarations.

political,

and to lay up a little besides, it is often all the South, where he has equal admission,
there are more black children than white
therefore, that slave-breeding became a gone before the winter is over, and they
ones in proportion to the population of
live
by
day’s-work
the
rest
of
the
season—
business ; and, like all profitable forms of
each race in the given community.
So
putting
in
their
crops
betwe
en
times,
When
| business, especially when also pandering to
far from becoming the idle vagabond that
thus
driven
to
it,
they
live
very
economihuman passion, it was carried to an unnatcally, making a little. go a great wag, . But the pessimist theorizers would have him
- ural excess.
when they lave, it goes fast and easy— after emancipation, he is exemplarily inIt was also an object to the master that
feasting themselves and their neighbors in dustrious; attested by the. fact that toevery slave-child should be reared to matuday the negro
represents nearly all the
sumptuous style,
rity. Bvery death drew dollars from his
They are, however, improving even in labor of the South, and admitting this test
-pocket. So the pickaninny was cared for
this. Some of them are beginning to think that of persons in equal condition of pover—as events prove—with more than‘naterof imitating the whites also in accumulating. ty and of necessity of work, there are far
nal discretion, if not affection. It was fed,
and retaining property. They are also be- more poor whites than negroes who are
and watched, and doctored, asa specimen
ginning to think “somewhat of purchasing idle in the. South.
of superior and petted stock; and. in very
OF the vices that were to assail and deand owning land; though it seems almost
many cases, its maturity was wholly owing sacrilege to a southerner to sell land ‘to a stroy thé'negro in'his new estate of freeto this superior attention and care.
colored man—except it be for a church or a dom there are no proofs; quite the contraUnder freedom, the case is different.
The terrible vice ‘of intemperance,
grave-yard. Even then, some almost think ry.
Lust has far less opportunity, and in fact is a white man should hold it in trust for which has been the usual scourge of’ weak
The free colored
| much less operative.
races, and the almost unfailing incident of
them.
:
J
:
mother, loving: her child no less, is much
a precocious civilization, is comparatively
CONCLUSION.
more likely to lose her darling, now that
In looking over what I have written, if unknown among the southern freedmen.
{ she is not assisted by the superior knowlseems
that the last is first and -thegfirst last. So far frog being improvident, the wonedge and “discretion of interested masters.
deris how the neg-o economizes, gets so
| In fact, from this cause, the mortality The characteristics last mentioned are large- many good clothes and real comforts out
ly the remnants of the spirit of their old

among colored children is greatly increased

and -prompt_ action

They do not intend to fal-| Their musicis the modulated howl of the
sify. But their statements. sometimes par- East. Their dancing is the savage leaping
take somewhat of the proverbial promises of barbarians. There is no lack of coupprevailing sin.

They
he will worship like the white man, he will can not clear an acre of brush for a cornsing and pray like the white man, he will patch, withett doing it in a flock—without
be married and live with his family like the, having a “frolic,” as both they and the
whites term what northerners term a “Bee. Li
white man,
Of course, all eyes do not foresee the re- And when they have frolicked in one way
sults of this change and imitation with by day—twenty persons doing in one half‘equal clearness. Many do not at all per- day about ten half-days’ work—they usualceive its significance. But. there are few ly frolic another way a good portionof the
:
who do not perceive that such changes are night.
And everybody must go to these frolics,
taking place more‘or less in the characteristics of. the blacks.. But it is not difficult No matter how urgent the work you have
to understand that the négro of the future hired a colared man to do.” He must be off
at each and all his neighbors’ frolics. No
will "thereby be a very
ferent character
from the negro of the p
It will hot be matter though the lady of the houfe is sick,
long ere Unele Tom's ln will be the the kitchen girl must go, too—though she
best history we shall have of the negro of will generally get an-early supper before
the earlier republic, under the regime of she goes, and will be back by morning to
slavery; amd when he who would know the prepare a rather careless breakfasi—probably, however, to be as sound asleep as a
colored race of the past must learn from
some other source than the colored race of log in thé corner before you have eaten it.
So, too, they must attend all their ‘‘meetthe present.
ings” within a radius of four or five wiles,
RETARDED INCREASE.
and twice ‘that distance provided they can
It is quite obvious that the race is not
. go by rail or steamboat.
.
multiplying so fast in freedom as it did unThey
have, therefore, o
a modified
der slavery. The births are less and the sense of responsibilty.
It
‘will not do to

is due for the ensuing

—

asks earnest attention

have heard from their fathers, how the
mightiest man on earth—he who had girt
himself with all might except that of the

of Mhoemakers and’ blacksmiths—are not lets, religious,

ing away.

the date on the label for the expiration of his sub

WEDNESDAY,

the

gro dialect, the negro minstrelsy, negro
habits of thought and action, are every-

register letters whenever requested to do so.
The regular charges for money orders, bank
cheoks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
snd uatil payment of all arrearages is made as re.
quired by law.
Each subscriber 18 particularly requested to note

3. .The courts
newspapers and

as if instinctively,

must be made in money or: “where more or less rapidly, but surely, passdrafts, if possible.”
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is the captain of his hundred. They, troop
through the dim . city with discordant
revel and song. They have little idea of
music. Every one sings and sings ill. Every ope dances without grace or measure.

is the eommon

The same process, butin a less marked
manner, is going on everywhere. The ne-

neitherof these can be procured, send the money in a
re
‘letter. All Postmasters are obliged to

'

their’ place

of white students in white schools.

RE
.
$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN AD
VANCE, $2.50
checks,

in

habits, methods, and spirit, and even the
language, intonations, and forms of speech

To whom all letters. on business, remittances of
mossy, &c., should be sent.
All communications
dealin] for ‘publication ould be addressed to the

ders, bank

and

teachers—adopted,

ESTABLISHMENT,

Office, 39 Washington Bt, Dover, N.H
L WM. BURLINGAME, Pablisher.

REMITTANCES

characteristie sort, even by re-

As to truth-telling, the blacks seemed to
us to be about upon
a par with the lower
hymns; tunes, and mannerof the whites.’ clads of whites. Artful lying, for a great
Indeed, they have there—and' that, too, purpose, they are guiltless of. Lying for
without special effort on the part of their any special purpose, does not seem to be a

quest,
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Are Both Christians?
1

Fd

True

Basis of Character.
"BY

J. W.

brotherD.

He

‘then, intimately.

deed, a tender and humane.

{

all the

I knew

that time, he has

had, in-

powers of hig being in subjection to'the law
of Christ. His first and best affections-are

spirit.

He

labored

to

bring

ins given to Him who has given him life, immortality, and redemption. All considerawho
those
to
d
vouchgafe
always
heritance,
He said tious of an earthly character are® of, little
“geek first the kingdom of Tod.”
he was'an unworthy child of a kind and all- value in comparison to the consciousness
merciful Father. And very few quettidned that God loves him. His communion with
the reality of this relation. He had a few his heavenly Father is sweet. When he

~ geemed'to enjoy the possession

of that

wht wear

takes His holy name upon his lips; it is with

gorgeous apparel and sit in high places,~as the world
for. Bro. D. was poor,
He was uwder a clond.
counts poverty.
The cares and demands of this ;present life
He ‘was not al, bore heavily upon him.
ways able to meet easily and without embarrassment its pressing necessities, We
can not doubt the certain blessing of poverty, for have not the sage meh and women

reverence. Whenhe enters the house of
God, it is with cheerful reverence fitting to

friends, but they were not

5

OO

felt the assurance that his sins were washed
away by the blood of Jesus. Ever since

BARKER,

It was not thus six years since.

el

A and B are members of a Christian
church. A has had a keen perception to distinguish beween right and wrong, since he

those

the place where ‘the Most

always Summing
“up with the

alkseem a little

the world,—showing, too, by

castle,

life,

holding . mentings.

full account, showing
reqdest,— ‘were very powertul.

He has left a

that the meetings

N

Some notes from the Journal are now resumed. -

Pray for me.” In the Sabbath-school hé
never takes a part, for others are more gift-

JAN, 8. “ Me#fing at Dr. Page's.

ed; therefore prays to be excused.
He is a member of almost every society in
the place that has self-interest or pleasure in
view, and is in constant attendance at their

meetings, zealous in their support. While
Zion languishes, and sinners are pressing

My wife bore witness for the Lord.
‘was

up treasures here on earth, whieh he must

converted, and

old

|

which is right: or if one has failen into sin,

-

He ‘was for 12 years

ginning

backsliders

“ Here !"” said the mother,

be quiet.
other side,

but

rough

on

this,”

were

The Family Paper,

the

editor,

and

his’ auxiliaries,

have

done

March 23,
parable of the
noon so many
little, . In. the

$y

i

“ First day.
Spoke on the
Prodigal son. Inthe afterimproved I could speak but
A
evening at my house.

great travail in the minds of the

12. ¢ Visiting some sick

the

reasons of the case,

dispensation, ‘from no faultin her could it

have come, nor ‘‘from want of telling.”
That day in the steamer, for instance, Peter

was grohably taught many more §uch 1
sons even than 1 heard; such we gio
selfish, and not to ask things

whidlff®on

a

mother’s word, he was assured would not
be given.
But while thus taught a number

of duties, to what was he trained? To
what but to have no faith in a mother's
word or any regard to her wishes or comvands—to hold out withgdogged obstinacy,
sure that in the long run he would have his

Hoes it Pay?!

own

und some well.

way;

and when all else failed, to be

If the Sunday-school has paid in nothing | sulky and cry, and ‘his mother would cerSome very good seasons.”
5
else, it has paid in the matte of establish- | tainly reward him by giving+hinrall he askMay 22. ¢ Last day of Q. M. in Sand- ing. the habit of systematic giving in the ed for ? Do you not.perceive that there is
wich. * Eld. Martin preached from, ‘Blessed minds of its attendants—a thing in which _some difference between teaching and training?
The one is Instruction, but the other
are the peacemakers,”
&ec.
In the after- the adult membership of many churches
;
are embarrassingly derelict. In some of the is Education,
noon, the Lord gave me a mesgpze from, annual conferences, the contributions from
meni
¢ If thou doest well, shalt thou not be ac- the Sunday-schools to the missionary cause
cepted’ There was praying, praising, ex- each year closelyapproximate thé contribuA QuEesTION ANSWERED.
‘‘ Would you
tions of the churches. ;The men that to-day | urge an unconverted scholar every Sunday
horting and shouting ag in Ezra’s day.”
JUNE 7. “ Meeting in the afternoon, and are the most generous supporters of the min- to come to Jésus?” asked a teacher of a
istry and of all other interests ef the church
baptized two.. Comfortable season. Even- are the men who have been trained in our well-known and successful Sunday-school
worker, “Yes,” was. thesanswer; * but ing at my house till almost midnight.'¥
A penny a week for mis- not by saying over, Come to Jesus, Come to
: punday-schools.
lo
“ig
|
was
g
Meetin
sions, home and-foreign, is the general mot- | Jesus, Sunday after Sunday. I would try
14,15, & 16, the~Yearly
held. The first day it was in and around to of our Methodist Sunday-schools, and- éach - Sunday to win him to Jesus by what- °
when all attain to it, the treasury of the
Randall's house ; the next at the meeting- churcle in this départment of benevolence ever I saidand did.” There is an importruth in that answer, .Christ is all and
house two miles off; the last in Randall's will be enriched by over half a million dol- tant
in all to the true disciple. He is preached
“orchard.
Of the last day Eld. R. writes: lars annually. ¢
by such in more ways than one. A teacher
"Tt
was supposed 2,000 people
were presThe more thoughtful of the friends of | who only tells of Jesys in the class, and
A total eclipse of the sun took place city and home evangelization are consent-. “fails to illustrate the spirit of Jesus in perent,
ing to the {ict that the Sunday-school, as
in the time of the forenoon meeting. Great a nucleus, must precede the organization sonal intercourse with his scholars, rather
the Saviour than
Many cried for of a church. In New York City, of twelve turns those scholars from
solemnity on almost ail.
He who would preach,
wins them to him.
mercy, and a number professed to be churches formed under the auspices of the +t Christ must live Christ. He who wou d repM. E. church within the last seven years, ‘resent Christ attractively to the young must
brought out to rejoice in the Lordg,
ten began as mission Sunday-schools.
In himself ‘be in loving sympathy with the

|

er friends remember us or forget

and from observa-

tion could show themselves in: her Peter,
and consoles herself with the thought, that
whatever is the cause of so mysterious a

M. H. TARBOX.

a

came in have attended 104 meetings.”

if

wonders how such a temper and disposi-

S$. 8. Department,

A blessed day.”
APRIL 7.
upto this time, since the year |

pl
more reason,

This same Peter
grows up, probably, to he:
a selfish and self-willed young man.
His
mother ‘sees it and suffers from it; but she

Dover, Me., Dec. 5, 1871.

members.

it and

he onl knew it, to complain of ‘his mother.

His last

work was to ‘write a few lines to the church,
exhorting them to'be faithful.
He leaves a faithful and devoted wife
and two childrén to mourn his death.

One

* take

I am sure, I néverin all my life

saw such a bad boy.”
Alas! poor boy, he had

till

brought home.
Oh, glory, glory to the
soon leave for others to enjoy. There is one Lord.”
i
In the deafh of Brot Bryant, the F. Bapother thing he leaves,—his influence. He
FEB, 28, ** Came from Sandwich where I -tist denomination has lost one of its truest
can not blot that out. 1s'B too a Christian? had been to buy corn. Bought 15 bushels friends, who never could do too much to
and rode over the Lake, 21 miles in 3 hours build up its churches and institutions.
D. 8,
15 miputes.”

to sulk and look displeased.

ly than ever, bursting into tears,

paradoxical? And- yet we take this for one the joys and’consolations of a follower of most of the thinking> and they only repeat
of the, stubborn truths of moral science Christ. His influence is also felt in the their ideas, getting them, too, pretty cheap.
whose philosophy seems almost past find- | Sabbath school and in the home circle. - He It is worth more "than $3.00 per annum: to
loves to drop little seeds of truth in the do up most ¢f a man’s thinking for him, on
:
y
ing out.
Does God really send poverty, or is it the impressible minds of children; teaching the most important subjects.
But many do think, and originally, t00;
coftain result of a wanfk. of economy? And | them how to shun the ways of sin, and un“yet I work hard, I calculate; but when the folding to them the beauties of the Chris-- and yet, their chosen family paper greatly
The Papers.
golden shower comes, my dish is always | tian religion, urging them at the same time tends to shape even their modes of thought,
—
'
wrong side up. ” My neighbor seems to take | to seek first the kingdom of heaven. He is and, by consequence, their character. For,
These reach us with great regularity, in
his ease, he has no worry nor care, and stiil | faithful too, with his brethren, encouraging as a man thinketh inhis heat, so is he.
This might be made more evident from | about six weeks from date of issue, Whethhe never fails to catch a’ generous sprink- | them to continue steadfast in doing that

ling of the golden shower.

La

*¢
Whatu laddie!” exclaimed his mother;
clerk in the Penobscot Y. M.
He'had been an efficient member of the ‘Have I not told you twenty times never *
to ask a thing when 1 say.you are not to
Dover church about six years, where their have it?”
eae
*“T want that,” cried Peter, more violent-

20. * A wonderful meeting at nxy housdt

on to ruin, he is doing all he can to heap

yo

Sev-

eral spoke and prayed with power.”
7. ** Monthly Meeting, which lasted
nine o'clock in the evening.”
|,

High dwells.

his own

Fw assure to be put.

spending in the time a few hours in New-

tations lack warmth and vitality, 4nd ‘he is
constantly complaining of his habit of following the Saviour at sp great a distance,

——
He listens with attention to the truths
IT
FASHIONS
CHARACTER.
3
lays
which fall from the lips of his pastor,and
Not
alone,
Not
altogether
irrespective
up
in
his
heart
many
suggestions’
that
may
|
| be useful to him-in after life. In the prayer of other influences, but in connection with
| and conference meeting he is in* the Chvis-’ them; and, sometimes, its influence may
tian’s element. The very atmosphere he exceed any, perhaps all others.
His
Observe: we mean a paper which is takin the Christian churches canonized this’ breathes is freighted with loye..
truth? Butsthere are times when the bless- | prayer is not long and tedious; vor does he en because it is liked. The reiteration of
What pray simply to be heard by those around statements, week after week, though not
ing seems most: deftly concealed.
special present blessing can there be mSbe- [him ; but, apparently oblivious to every- fully received at first, in process of time,
ing obliged to deny the coymon and natu- | thing else, his words impress the listener unless they are sturdily resisted by a strong
ral wants of life their legitimate gratifica- | that he is consciously in the presence of Je- and’ independent mind, steadily works in
tion ? Is there any real music in the howl-| hovah. The tender pleading of his voice, their favor. Men come to look to the paing of the wolf at the door ? Can there be accompanied with tears, tells the deep emo- per as a directory, in matters to which iv is
His exhortations are devoted, and with which the editor is at
any special comfort drawn- from the fact. tions of his soul.
home, and also skilled in argument’ and
that we live in the near shadow of terres- | brief, but full of choice thoughts gleaned
Arialduxury and greatness? Is there any trom the experiénce of the past; and if at persuasion. It will e found, I think, that
eertain joy for-us to know that our neigh- times a cloud seems; to cross his spiritual the opinions and utterancesof multitudes
"ber lives in a mansion and we in a cottage ? vision, he seldop speaks of it, and then, on- touching religion, politics, or any important
+ Is it aspleasant reflection that our dear ones ly to show how faith can behold the, bright reform, are, to a great extent, but the
niust be deprived .of the. opportunities for sunshine beyond. By precept and example, echoes of their regular periodical. They
‘|
culture and improvement, While our neigh- | he is constantly pointing the sinner to the fondly dream, perhaps, that they have,
bors have a path paved with sunshine? | Lamb of God that taketh away. the sin of thought out their sentiments ; while, in fact,

Does not the blessing, aitér

|.

y

5

t

us, these

one of these churches over three-fourths

the

membership

eighteen years

are young

of age.

of

people ditder

Of nineteen

Pres-

byterian and Baptist churches, organized
within eight years in Chicago, all, except
one, dmmencedas mission Sunday-schools.
If the Sunday-school

* is rotten

almost

to

Kev. Gordon

Calthrop says in his
God:”

13

“There must be the manifestation of an
interest in the general well-being of our
scholars, to give effect and point to our religious instruction.’ Let religion be promi-nent, of course; but let théré be a backgrosad to it in the recognition of a common

man has procliv- weekly messengers are regular and prompt the core,”or 1s that ‘* idle,inefficient trifler,”
impracticable en- in their visits, and never fail to bring some- that some would have us believe, it exhibits
more efliciency than most triflers are in the
umanity.
Let us, whilst engaged in our
of the very ultra thingto feed the intell
quicken
im- habit of showing.
great work of speaking about Jesus and
a glow, and in- ,pulses and cheer the heart, re full blessIn this connection, with all deference to pressing his salvation upon the children, recrease his rash zeal.
Look around and see. mgs of awell conducted religious Weekly,
those who may think doctrinal or unde- member that we, too, were boys and girls
But a judicious paper, having a zeal ‘‘ac- can scarcely be appreciated by those who nominational training unwise in our Sun- once; and that we liked prizes, and liked
cording to knowledge,” might, in due time, live in the very midst of th&whirl and bus- day-schools, I think the facts will show that treats, and hiked to be cared for, and conthose churches which, in the establishment sidered, and sympathized, with.
These
moderate his fire,and give his chastened zeal tle of busy life, in this fast age.
But when
of our mission-schools, have made th most
a right direction. The difficulty would prob- one tomes tobe cut-off from the outside of denominational peculiarivies, have/prov- recollections will nbt injure our instructions, and will "do much to secure us the
ably be, that such a man might pot have world, from nearly all personal participa- ed the most successful. Teach your child | confidence and love of our little charges.”
the wisdom long to take such a judicious tion in the affairs of civilized and seligious the catechism and the doctrines of your |
and you will find that, while others
paper, for like loves like
society,—in' short, to be buried in the midst | church,
not so trained make shipwreck of faith, he {
A CED's Farts.
How straight and
So, if a man, now perfectly indifiérent to of'a dense, stagnant, leathen population,
will stand faithful and true.
{ simple is the way a child comes to Jesus,
the Temperance Cause, should megularly i
the members of which, the main bond
It is a fallacy to declare that, as we can | No doubt, no hesitation, only simple faith
take a paper faithfai to this great cause and | of union is a common humanity, he is pret- give but one lesson persweek, or Pat fifty- { and perfedt’ love. A little girl of my acwell-managed, in time it would: impress him, | ty well prépared to greet and appreciate the two lessons per year, it will for ever be im- | quaintance was once looking at a picture,
to furnish any adequate or correct { with which many of you may be familiar,
if he had any impressibility, and were not
weekly visitor ;—the more so, When it possible
knowledge of the Scriptures. Applied to | which represents” a rock in the midst of a
altogether stolid or conscience-seared. And brings to him the sayings and doings and mission-schools, there is a semblance of stormy sea, bearing upon its summit a cross
80 on.
familiar namegs-of those he has once known
force in the statement, and yet those who
to which a female figure just recovered from
From which the following inferences pay rand loved in the Lord, and whom he hopes have longest ‘labored in this department the angry waves clings,-faint and exhausted, while at her feet a hand,
sping a
again to meet, if not in this world, in the of Christian effort, tell us that it is becombe drawn :—
Yes, the periodical press, aid- ing common for'many in these schools to part of a wreck, is just disappearing in the
1. Editors should be sensible, fearless spirit land.
study the lesson through the week. The black water.
and pungent, as well as considerate and ed by the regular, rapid, and on the whole, Grace Mission school, New York City, of
** What does that mean ?” asked the child.
inexpensive postal arrangement, which now which Mr. Ralph Wells Js Superintendent,
“adaptable.
Tt is called The Rock of Ages,” was the
“ 2. Heads of families should patronize embraces nearly the whole world, is the be- has succeeded ip inducing nearly all of its answer. ‘That méans Jesus togyhom we
to commit one or more verses of cling for salvation.
You know the hymn
“rygne but a stirring, independent, elevating, stower of blessings of which our fathers, to scholars
Scripture’ per week, and in some cases to
¢ Ob,
Christian family paper, e. g., The Morning say nothing of our grandfathers, never even memorize a part or the whole of a hymn. says ‘Other refuge have I none?"
yes,” said the child, after a moment’s hesidreamed.
Verily,
the
world
moves,
and
to
Star, and such like.
Y.
The coming together Sabbath afternoon is tation, “but that rock is n't m
Jesus;
{1 God, through Christ Jesusabe all the glory. a coming together to worship and to show when | oling to-him, he reaches down and
C
J.P.
what each teacher and scholar has been
at’ things from another standpoint,
Early Sketches.—No. 28.
| doing through the week.
them, they were left in the hands of the look$
pes of this Jesus ‘“ who
. Santipore, India, Sept., 6,71.
;
Granting, for the moment, that the halfings too,” to whom we
and does not see why a person need be
Good Shepherd.
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
hour or the hour per Sabbath is the all of
fear of falling, since
—
S—
That was about six years since, and so strict. ‘We must take things as we
ttime
directly.
given
to
studying
the
S
everlasting
arms ; but
for
hope
++
Death
of
the
Righteous.
»
."
we
—shall
ELD.
RANDALL
IN
1806.
changed,
find them in this world,” and therefore
wl
things have
ures, the Bible is a ‘falsehood and the ! 8
sting child whom the
a
——
the
the better? They bave left their humble he conforms to the ‘customs of
In a late number mention was made of
Ghost a.myth if even in that brief period | fa
8, we Tove:to cling, that
The language of every good man is, ‘‘Let impressions may not be made, and
cottage. Their present residence is a two age, without stopping to think whether Randall making a visitto Portsmouth and
ai
ploser.— National 8. S.
le
story brick, built in modern style, and fitted they comport with the Christian character hearing interviews with Eld. Elias Smith. me avoid the death and final end of the made, which proge more lasting than
They keep a car- or not. Of course he would not do any- hearing him preach and expressing himself - wicked.” The righteous have hope in their ters graven in the rock. The word dropped
up in excellent taste.
by the teacher, or the pastor, or the super |”
foUR SCHOLARS.
Ralph
riage now, and a servant to take care of it. thing that is scandalous, but he is a man of satisfied with him.
Some account of Smith death. Simeon wasa devout man; had long intendent, in the weekly review of a lesson,
Mrs.
and
r.
waited
for
the
consolation
of
Israel;
and,
rides,—M
frequent
business,
and
if
he
would
succeed
he
must
have
ds identified with the
They
may be given here, as this year he spent
or the. sentiment or words of some hymn
The shadow has advertise his goods as being tae largest and some days at New Durham with Randall, with the blessed Savieur enfolded in his sung, will follow the boy out of the
)
fo ‘eause, in a recent address
D. and the children.
Sunto the fad best assortment in town,and that he will sell and Randall was with him again at Ports- arms, could exclaim, ‘Lord, now lettest day-school room into the great world, and gave this
retreated
has
gone. The wolf
advice :
»
servatt depart in peace, according will act as prompter, inciter, or director of
away wilds, and sunshine now seems fo cheaper than any one else. This he does, mouth, visiting and preaching for some thou
Pray
with
the
scholars.
I
once asked
to th
ord; for mine eyes have seen thy his better t Hk
one of my boys, ‘ What was the first real
gladden their walks. The minister makes without asking himself whether the state- days.
In
the
depot.
at
Indianapolis,
not
lon
thought you had concerning your soul?
frequent calls there, and is in no haste to ment is really true or false. Then again
Elias Smith was, born in Connecticut in salvation,” Lazarus, though poor, died hap- since, waiting for a train, I heard.a com- deep
Said he: * Teacher, when you took me out
for sale that 1769. In early life he moved to Wood- py, and was carried by angels to Abraham's pany of bootblacks and newsboys humming into the country under the
depart. The “very best” people in the so- he must keep articles
pine-tree and
v he knows to be imjurious to his cts- stock, Vt., made a profession of religion bosom, and was comforted.
The dying the tune, *‘Dareto do Right, Dare to bé prayed with me,” * A little while ago T ask- ciety are frequent visitors.
What has wrought this very visible tomers, both physically and. morally; but and united with the Baptist church, began testimony of Paul, unlike that of the infidel, True.” After a while the best whistler ed a girl: “What is the secret in your
among them executed a solo to the tune" of
change ? Has Bro. D. grown better ? Is he he excuses himself on the ground that he to preach at 20, was ordained in Lee, N. was as follows : ‘I have fought a good fight, Greenville.. These Indianapolis boys, said class by which one and another of you are
r coming to Christ? . * Why, its bemore zealous in the cguse of the Saviour? must do it or he would lose some of his best H., in 1792, and in Dec., 1802, settled in I have finished my course, I have kept the we, have been to the Sunday-school,
per- cause our teacher takes us to her own room
than
faith
;
henceforth
there
is
laid
up
for
me
a
house
new
haps for but one hour per week.
They and prays with us there,” Oh! that is it;
customers, Besides, such articles generally Portsmouth.
He had been sprinkled in
Is there more prayer in the
If he keeps books childhood, but finding that this form of bap- crown of righteousness, which the Lord, have been there, nevertheless, and the
in the old? Is there more 1dve, pay a pretty good profit.
prayer with the scholar, as well as prayer
there:
have memories of the place and of the hout,
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“predict his peroration. How can it be other-

wise if the minister preaches by rule ?
It is # common saying among pulpit critics that Mr. Beecher does not know how to
construct a sermon. Robertson is admitted

. even by

his warmest admirers to be exceed-

ingly

imperfect and unfinished in his dis-

courses. They are fragments; studies for
sermons. Mr. Murray's last volume—Park
Street Pulpit—is worth study; but judged
by homileticil tests, how defective! He is
not. an orator like

Beecher, nor a poet like

Robertson; but somehow he fills Park
How? For
Street church every Sunday.

His ser-

one thing he disregards all rules.

He plunmons do not sourtd like sermons,
res into his subject in his first sentence,

lis favorite introduction is, “I want to talk
to you this morning

about,” and

and conquest to life.—Christian

survey-

ing in college out of a book, and I know
nothing whatever about it. If one wants to
study surveying he must go out into the
fields and carry the chain. And as to rules
of oratory, they are efficacious only when
you know them so well that you forget
them. Do you suppose Gottschalk and List
think of the rules for fingering in their
piano pieces ? Self-forgetfulness is the first

then

he

is

on

LN

—

so certain that the debt had been paid was,
.| that he remembered the bill was signed at

World.

.

Welive in an age of unparalleled phenomena.
All terrestrial things show signs
of age and décay. The earth’s pulse has
become excited and intermittent, throbbing
heavily in volcanic regions, and its deathspasms are witnessed, as it vomits forth
more frequently the burning contents of its
fevered bowels. Its strong frame trembles,
and every part quivers, as the electric solar
storms

are

poured

forth,

producing’

shop

un-

sins.”

discordant

note

is heard

trans;

in

the

room and church sanctum, 'mid the assembled masses and private circles, in legisla-

tive halls and

curtained

session-rooms

through

all

the

of

of

in the midstof his theme. I do not recom- | of social humanity, is heard the deep-toned
mend this as a universal method.
It would | and prolonged sound of whispered contenbecome conventional and lose its charm. | tion and outspoken strife; threatened reAll these
No! What I insist" is that. there-ghould be | taliation and sworn revenge.
no universal method ;¥ that all sermons things are in exact harmony with divine
should not be run in‘tib sapie“mold ; that predictions. of scenes to transpire in
every sermon, as every minister, should the closing history of this world. To re-.
have dn individuality of its own. One of cord them, is to duplicate the divine record
the most effective sermotis [ever heard was of the signs of Christ's coming.—J. Couch. *
hl
throughout a soliloquy, Odd, do you say?
Yes; from any one else it would have

%

sounded odd.

Prayer a Key.

But from Thomas K. Beech-

ce has first suggested it to him; but his

enthusiasm, dies out as he writes the ser-

. mon,

What he thought was a grand theme

ks into insignificance, "what he thought

as full of life and juice beeonies, even to

him,

dry

and

dead

in

preaching.

“I

thought,” he says to himself, “that this idea

was

going to make

somehow

it did not.”

repartion.”

Te

a fine sermon,

but

He has spoiled

t in

has cooked it too 16ng.

There are some sermons that are like some
Mf the French soups; they must simmer a

long while over a slow fire to be good.

thoughts are very deep,

The brutish mun

knoweth not neither doth the fool understand this.” God makes the heart of those
rejoice in His works, whose joy it is to draw
néar to Him,
,
4. Prayeris a key, for if opens to us the
clearest and most glorious knowledge of
heave,
It brings us ‘into spiritual harmony with the employments and enjoyments of the inhabitants of heaven, so that

strengthened that we obtain clear views of
‘the eternal hights and the heavenly fields.

long

No hill on

cooking-spoils

taken at the
There

them.

first effusion.

is one

rule that

They must

be

is worthy of uni-

versal adoption by all sermonizers.
in them.

would be no uniformity

Indeed it is not a rule at all; it is

a principle. It's better stated as a fact than
85 a law: Good sermons are never made;
. they grow.— Advance.

high,

no mountains

near heaven as'the mount of God.

)LS
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Price. 35;

A NEW

SCHOOL.

is it with your soul?
the blood ? Is your debt
born again ? If you trust
may point to Christ Je-

er.”

+

the

remembrance

of God

volve

world

must

to

forces for the body as well as for the

_On this account, the Apostle exhorts

rational service. The body, soul, and spirit
are alike penetrated by the grace which is
given by faith, and all these, with all their

hour

under

water,

he

was

if possible,

the

spark of life.

i

recover.

Several

came out, but
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A concise story
the PAST of this most wonderful of
cities, and a DETAILED.
CIRCUMSTANTIAL
VIVID account of its destruction by fire; with scenes,andin
cidents, &c. By COLBERT & CHAMBERLIN, Associate
Editors Chicago Tribune. Illustrated by CHAPIN.& GULIC.
Orders atready received for over 1,AY) AGNETS' OUTFITS; and agentsat work are meeting with most extraordinary success. One reports an average of50 subscribers
per day ; another 62 in two days; another 23 in part of one
afernoon; another48 in two days; another, a lady, 40 in
one day. One in Cincinnati, 51 in two days, Ong
Agent
in Chicago has 260 subscribers already, and anotler 235,
1000 more Agents can find very remunerative em loy=

ExPENSES. Board, including room and washing,
from $2.75 to $3.50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,

partment,

for its
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A. M., Principal,

W. E. C. Rich, A. B.,
Miss Alice I. Libby,
A. P. Shattuck,
Miss L. D. Moore,
H. M. Willward.

several

MUSIC.

INSTITUTION.
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The WINTER TERM began Nov. 13,1871, and con.
tinues ten week.

are

Collection

Those who heve been anxiously waiting

Boafding and rooms for self-boarding, will be furModerate terms t roughout.
>
Address,
REV. 0. E. BAKER.

of which there

(extra)

appearance may now send their orders; and not one
will be Sisspboinied in the quality of the Music. Tg
DEUMS,
BENEDIUITIES,
RESPONSES, GLORIAS
ANTHEMS, SOLOS, DUETS, SENTENCES, and
first class,—none better. ' Large, clear, legible type, alla
great recommendation.
.
Price in Cloth, $2.50. Boords, $2.00.
~
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

in musie, instrumental and vocal.

A.B. MESERVEY,

Postage,

. BAUMBACH’S

nished atlow rates.

J.N. Rand, A. M.,

Price 15 cents;

families

edit is expected, by the commencement of next
term. A Commercial department has been opened
in connection with this institution and will commence at the pame date. Inst uction will be given

.

of their

4 cents.

and additional teachers and facilities will ve fiirnish-

HAMPTON

worthy

Orders may be sent at any

time and they will be filled immediate-

This Institution, at Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa,
commenced its Fall Term Tuesday, Sept. 5. It is
soon to be changed from a Seminary to a College,

NEW

to classes that have

not long since by the Printing Estab-

will

WILTON SEMINARY.

CLARK,

just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered

$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
$8.00

good

It is adapted

ers.

50.

Board at the Boardiag house and in

Book,

, Is now complete and ready for custom-

assigned

rd

Question

:
BY
MARY LATHAM

the exp
varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students
uw
desirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-cases and towels.
»

Academies. &o.

in-

us Lo consecrate our bodies and souls unto
God, as a living sacrifice, and calls it our

same

to tell of no hope. At last a person darted
out of the house—he befi¥er of better tidings. ‘He has drawn a breath! He has
drawn
a breath!” The crowd caught and
quickly echoed the cry. I thought of the
joy that is felt in heaven when a penitent
sinner is seen crying for mercy ; for just as
an infant begins to breathe when it enters
the world, so does the- sinner begin to pray
when he is newly born to God. i is at that
very moment that he draws his first spiritual breath.— Rev. E. Cornwall.

soul, ig. one, and what affects the last must
affect the first also.
Faith, therefore, which [LYNDON

refers man to the spiritual

Dcparfment

for $3 00. Wood and lights extra. Any further information furnished on application to’ the Principal.
M. E. SWEAT, Sec.
N. Pdrsonsfield,
June 26, 1871.

likely

be by faigh that we come into living contact
with thefspiritual world, then it must follow this
this spiritual world, or the powers whichit comprehends, must have some
direct and controlling influence over our
whole persons. We can not so separate
between the body and the soul of man, as
to imagine thdt the last only can he aot
by faith, and the first be left wholly at the
mercy of natural forces. Man, as body and

in the

of lectures of general interest

Walking ohe day recently along the seashore, I saw a number of people running

I waited with many more at the door of the
dwelling, to ascértain whether he were

If it

experience

A course

He Prayeth.

to rekindle,

:

had

New

erg
ymen, besides a course on anatomy and
8iology by P. W. McIntyre, M. D.
Terms : Primary
$3.00

our

taken out and restoratives promptly applied,

forev-

for any one to doubt.

praised!

have

jhem.

Suitable rooms can be obtainad by those who wish
to board themselves.
biota

quarter of an

Faith and Health.

but little

heaven be

time putting off in haste. It was after a
youth who, in bathing had got out of his
depth and sunk. After remaining for a

That there is an intimate relation between
faith and physical health, theret-is, indeed,

soul.

But,

to the watkr’s edge, and a boat at the

say, “There is she sign that the debt is
paid for every believer; there is God's
proof that the long, black catalogue of my
sins has been forever put away, and blotted
out from

distinct

success in thy Fatherland does not depend
on that hand.\—Methodist.

sus, the resurrection Man, in the glory,and

.

Baptism, or Methodism, as

$30,00 per hundred.

THE CRYSTAL,
closes Friday, Marc
‘
SUMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
BY F.H. PEASE.
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“The-best mew work, of its class, out.”
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Tuition $25.00 a year.’
a new Glee Book, examine the Crystal.
1:G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal,with three AssistPrice,
$1.50;
'$13,50
per
doz.
ants,
’
LEE x SHEPARD,
The special work of this school is to fit students for
Publishers, Boston.
4w
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
!
J
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teach-

theological candidate must

organizations in Germany, costs a pastor
his position, his friends and prospects.
Hence the cold hand we get almost iim

from them.

|

ment for the next few months in selling this intenSely interesting wark. Inclose at once FIFTY CTS. for
OuTF1T, and name the territory desired. Ep. F. HOVEY, 15
Montgomery Place, Boston.
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Carriage
fur
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with use of instrument, $11.00; Board, $3.00 per
| nished. Expenses aid.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
>
senger.
week; Board in clubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms for self13w4l
+B.
SHAW,
Alfred,
Me.
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N. B. Special instruction ‘during this term to stuMusic and Penmanship extra.
3
dents preparing for teachings
. ExpeNSES.—Board, including room and washing,
. Socrates and Christ.
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families. In club or
;
WM. REED, Sec.
Do you want an agency,
local or traveling, with a
Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.
29
self-boarding, at lower rates.
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per day sel’ug our new
The articlein the October number of the
¥ strand
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They iast forever;
sample
free,so
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is no risk.
course
Address
of
study;
and no pains will be bparad by the
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
Methodist Quarterly Review, by Dr, Pond, Trustees
at once Hudson River Wire Works.
130
en
to make the school eminently worthy the
Lane. cor, Water St., N. Y., or 16 Dearborss St.,
of Bangor, Maine, is one which the scholar confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
The Fall Term of Lebanon Academy will comChicago, 111, wf
17
and
liberal
education.
%
mence
on
Taeésday
August 29, and continue eleven
and the common reader will alike relish.
The new Institution building is a fine brick and
weeks under the follow ng instructors:
granite structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording
The two concluding paragraphs are in ‘ample
A.
N.
MARSTON
A. B., Principal.
,
accommodations; and is located on an emiMiss. H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
nence overlooking the villages
words as follows :
of Lyndon Center and
of
Instrumen
Music.
.
y
tal
Lyndonville, and
of the finest landscape scenMRS. K.J, COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
Both were moral and religious teachers, ery of the valley ofsome
Circulars, price lists, and all necessary imformathe Passumpsic.
Mg. T. A.STACY, Teacher of Penmanship and
tion can be had by addressing (with return stamp)
I. W. SANBORN, Sec, ond Treas.
and both claimed to be acting under divine
usic.
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.
51
Miss A. V. HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work.
commission.
Both were surrounded by a
Rev. T. P. CHILDS,
‘company of attached followers; and though
‘TUITION:
© Rw
Troy, Ohio,
HILLSDALE
COLLEGE.
Primary Course,
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«
«$4.00
neither of them wrote anything themselves,
The Winter Term of Hillsdale College will open on
Common English,
$d
4.50
hut threw out their words upon the winds,
Higher English,
.
.
5.00
the lives and sayings
of both were recorded the 6th of December, 1871, and continue to March 2,
Languages,
.
.
«
0
= 0600
The Commentary on the Gospels by
Penmanship, (12 lessons)
.
1.50
by their friends.
Those of Socrates were 1872.
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FacurLey:
]
Instrumental Music (20 lessons) * 8.00
|
Rev.
John J. Butler, D. D., is now
committed to writing by Plato and Xeno- Rev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
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several functions

and. faculties;

are

to be

GREAT CHANGE = AGENTS.

Catarrh!

Catarrh!

IT CAN BE CURED.

Now Ready.

phon,and those of Jesus by the four evangelists. And to carry the analogy a little furthSocrates

great personages had

mortal

both came to a violent death,
was condemned to drink the fatal

hemlock, and Jesus to suffer on

the cros

In'one respect there was a difference between them.

Socrates was

born and train=

so many locks ed at Athens, in the very focus of ancient
hilosophy and wisdom; while Jesus had
doors, which can
bring a man into possession of so many. Bis training under poor parents, at Nazablessings, is Within reach of every. man,if reth,—one of the meanest towns in the most
he only desires and takes pains to obtain it. inconsiderable province of Palestine. In
Many, young and poor, learned and un- point of local position and advantages the
learned, have found it, and enjoy in the use case is decidedly in favor of Socrates. .And
of it unspeakable blessings. And we are yet what were the results of his teaching
Fone key which can open

But it | and throw wide so many

80 because, if sermons were uniformly con-

formed to it, there

top

cargh is-s0

anism,

o

Moses.” (Acts 13:39.)

we can undérstand better what is said of er, both these
the home of the blessed: “Our faith is so enemies, and

There are others that are like a cup of tea;

quisite. Every
Very .shortly, I have passed

.

Dear reader, how
Are you#vashed in
canceled ? Are you
alone in Jesus, you

ranks

—
‘4
er it sounded exceedingly natural—for it»
was natural,
;
"1. Prayer isa keyy for it opens to us
Imagine editors fixing upon a pattern for
© door to the knowledge of
God. None
their editorials, settling on a universal skel- can understand Saything spiricanlly of the
eton, with an exordium, a statement of the character and glory of God but those who
subject, a development.of the theme,
prac- go to Him to be enlightened.
When we
tical observations and a peroration.
Would go to Him as the Father of lights find call
any one read editorials constructed on such upon Him, by that very act we place oura plan? No! There must be a plan in the t-selves in the beaming splen dor “which goes
article, hut every article must have a plan out from Him. We come to the light, and
of its own. The editor studies variety. He He is ever ready to open to us the door, if
determines that no two articles shall be alike. if we but use the key.
He therefore writes with freedom accord2. ‘Prayer is a key, because it opens to
ingto the nature of the theme. Sometimes us the knowledge of ourselves: . Just as
he dogmatizes, sometimes argues, some- I bring an object out; of the darkness when I
times merely muses. But the minister stud- wish to examine it, so I bring my dark and
ies sameness; or if he has the audacity to spotted heart to the light when I come to
break over the rules of homiletics and "talk God in prayer
nln the light of His holinaturally to his people decording to the sub- ness, and lore Rd Joy. I see my own sinjeot-matter of his disgaurse, though the peo- fulness, and sham® and misery, The nearple listen, the critics. dracularly declare to er I go to Him the more clearly I see myyou that though he has talent he does not gelf and know: what Iam. Prayerless men
understand how to construct a sermon,
do not know themselves. They
have never
‘Ministers study too’ much the form of seen themselves in the light of God,and they
their discourses,
By-striving
to present think they are good and blameless; but
their thoughts “in a formal and logical man- praying men know,
the wickedness of their
ner they deprive them of ‘vivacity and nat- own hearts. ‘Now
mine eye seeth “thee,”
© uralness.
ok many people in an ordina- says Job; ‘“ wherefore I"labhor myself and
ry congregation follow the logic of a ser- repent in dust and ashes.
mon ? It 18 generally safe to presume that
3. Prayer opens to the soul the glory of
the natural world. A prayerless man
does
the wayin 2 Hie the theme first suggested
itself to the minister's mind is the way in not know one in a thousand of the beauties
which it will most readily find entrance into of nature; and wkat he sees not.that he can
other minds. Second thoughts are not al- not enjoy, as the spiritual man enjoys it.
ways the best thoughts, How often a “ For thou, Lord, “rejoicest me b hy
clergyman is filled with enthusiasm for a work ; 1 joy in the works of Thy hands.
eme as the Bible or his parochial experi- Lord, how great are Thy works, and Thy

question,

that bill?"

“The Lord is well pleased for ‘His *righteousness's sake.”
(Isa. 42:21.) ‘“And’by
Him all that believe are justified by the law

music of human
associations.
In the
king's palace and peuasant’s cot, in the state

oath-bound friends,;

same

or five, P.

popular evening service is not known. The
churches close at such: an hour that the attendants—sometimes the pastor as well—
can go to the theater afterward. A clergyman’s presence at a place of social entertainment is never onsidered much of a re-

“The payment He will not twice demand,
First at my bleeding ‘Surety’s hand,
And then again at’ mine.”

piring in the heavens und upon the earth, a

strangely

the

mean to pay

SPRING TERM hoging Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, wi

The hour of service is nine

and four

Principal,

through the university to become a candidate.
hen a clergyman once |.£ rs and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
finds a pulpit, he can look upon it as his schools where 8o many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
permanent home, if he be at all judicious. languages,
also in
English Grammar, Arithmetic
Ancient
Geo raphy, Ancient History, Algebra and
he American thirst for novelty and change
ture was enough ; it perfectly silenced him ; in the pulpit,
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
on the slightest pretext, has declamation, composition, Greek
no more threats about taking measures,
poetry,
never yet cursed this land. Literary merit scanning, &c. The location: of theand Latin
gchool 80 near
ete.
:
is considered a great advantage for any the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with
students of a higher rank
Faint picture this of a soul saved through candidate. When
culture. The public lectures of these institutions
the blood
of Jesus meeting Satan, ‘‘the ac- all doors open beforea German writes a book, and
are
invaluable.
.
him. Pulpit exchangcuser.of the brethren,” with God's Word,
A. M. JONES, Sec.
es almost. never occur; the pastor must be
Lewiston, Jyly 2, 1871.
“The blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleaseth the only one to look
people in the face.
us from all sin.” (1 John 1:7.) So every He always preaches hiswithout
NORTH
PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
notes.
The
soul that believes the record God has given delivery, however,
Fall term will commence On Tuesday, Aug. 22
of his Son may say in truth, ‘“My debt is moriter preparation. betrays generally a me- andThecontinue
eleven weeks.
paid ; the long bill of sins against me is forMABREY, Principal,
No pastor must smell of sympathy with who will spendM. hisK. entire
time and energies in and
ever canceled—blotted out with the blood the “sects.” A leaning
for the school.
toward
He will be assisted » teachers who
Preshyteriof the Son of God, shed for the remission of

shaking their foundations, and threatening
their removal *“ like a cottage.” The sun
cast its midnight shadow upon the earth at
noonday, and the moon withdrew her silver rays, as if plunged in a sea of blood.
The stars in wild confusion leaped from
Leo’s chamber, blazing through the heavens, as if God* was giving to men an exhibition of celestial fireworks,
>
are

you

or ten, A. M.,

must take meansto recover .it.”
Without
saying a word, our friend took the receipt
quietly out of his pocket, and held it up
before him. . The sight of thatsed signa-

its surface, rolling the mighty waves of a
molten sea under continents and islands,

scenes

do

adding, “if it is not paid

heard-of atmospheric currents, seen in
roaring tempests, and inugdating
floods;
auroral lights flashing around the blue arch
like flames in a heating ovén, undulating

While these wonderful

he was met with

“When

J. 8, GARDINER,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 25, 1871.

writing books.

the time by the tradesman with red ink,and
by this the occurrence had been indellibly
impressed upon his mind. After searching
for some time the bill was at last found
with the red ink signature of the tfadesman
referred to. The next time he called at the

Signs of the Time.

infirm, he is ‘‘pensioned,” and has no more
care.
Then, like Bushnell, they often go to

“RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
“

SPENCER

J.FOWLER,

A.

M,,

Prof.

Mathe-

An excellent opportiinity

siring
a complete course

will be

of music,

given those deeither

upon

the
matics and Nat. #hilosophy.
:
| Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large experience
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.
M., Prof. Ancient Lanfrom Massachusetts,
‘qualified to teach Thorough
nages.
*
:
, Bass, Secular or Sacred
Music.
HIRAM COLLIER, A. M,, Prof. Nat. Science.
;
cial att@ntion given to those preparing for
H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Department.
College,
' =
‘wii
.
i
JENNIE do 1a MONTA IGN E, Teacher of French.
Ab
‘BOARD!
;
ALEX. C. RtDEOU'T, Prin, Com. Department,
Good board may be obtained in private families at
W. A, DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
83,00 per week or pleasant rooms
furnished’ to those
GEO. B. UARDN KR, Instructor in Drawing and
wishing to board themselves.
’
:
Painting
~ ia
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them mdkes
a serious blunder in seeking to identify him with another and a very different person, Having known Bro. H. as a worthy Christian and minister of ‘the gospel for many years,
we especially regret thé misapprehensions of the

Boston reporters, dnd sympathize most deeply
With the sufferer in his losses.
M168 Q. M.

,

Dec. 1st—8d, and was

one of harmony and we trust of profit to the
cause. * Among the ministers present were Revs.
R. Dunn, from Hillsdale College, H., J. Carr, corresponding! messenger from the: Athens Q.M.,

8. H, Barrett, from Rutland, and J. B. Tash, from
Cheshire,

The Boclal meeting

of Saturday, P.

M., was one of marked “spirituality. Profi Dunn
prgached three powerful sermons, which can not
800m be forgotten here. Last winter he made us a
visit for the first time. This time he was anx-

iously Jooked for, and even more fully appreciat——

ed, as the full houses showed. ' At his suggestion
something was done to help the Chicago church,

Bro. Oarr staid with us a féw days after the Q.
‘M. closed, and preached several evenings. Of
course the customary Resolutions we failed not
to pass in Q. M. conference.
Would that these

might be carried

out fully!

Resolutions

are

cheap; but if every person who introduces a resolution into Quarterly or Yearly Meeting or

Gen. Conference, were expected to give a dollar
for the privilege, we might all gain by it.

A geries of meetings was. being held

by us

here” before the Q. M.
came on—resulting in
the conversion of ten persons. All of them were
baptized and received into this church. Since
mid-summer, we have given
_ ‘ship te thirty-eight persons.

the hand of fellow-

, “A nuion Thanksziving service was held in our
church this year,

ATHENS Q. M.

The fall session was held with

the Pageville chyirch, the week before ours,

Al-

though not presént, I learn that they had a good

and prosperous session, Revs, Haning, Carr,
Martin, Peden, Lash, Tewksbury, and others,
whose names I have not obtained, were in attend,

ance there, The meeting was protracted. by
Revs. Carr and Martin for a few days, resulting
in some additions to our church,
]
All of our bréthiren, so far as I hear, are laying

pluns for a vigorous campaign for Christ and
souls this season.

pray

"Brethren

everywhere, let us

for each other, and labor for souls; and

may the watchword of eveffymy be,~ Revivals!
Revivals!”
Ye
Would that we had more efficient laborers in
the ministry everywhere!
Would
that our

young men in our-colleges and semin#ies might
feel the hand of Christ laid on their hearts in
holy consecration to the grandest and most
worthy of _labors,~that of ‘Winning souls for
Jesus!
Young man, pray for the mantle of
Marks, or of some other devoted servant of God,

to fall upon you. While seeking a liBeral culture of intellect, let your greatest ambition be to.
secure moral culture, spiritual
power.

annointing—soul
T.H. D.

Donation.

Rev.

A.C. Peaslee

and

wife would- express

their grateful thanks to their friends in Madison,
N. H. for donations during the past month to the
amount of $147.00.
Ordination.

The ordination of Bre. H. J. Durkee took
place with the church at Mer edith Village, Sept.+
28, by a council from the Sandwich Q. M.
He
accepted the pastorate of that church, and is already gathering precious souls into the fold.
A. SARGENT, For the Council.
4

The Western

Churches.

A’letter from Bro. D. G. Holmes,of Chicago,
mentions a trip that he recently=Thade among
some of the western churches, where many en-

‘couraging features were observed. Through Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana, Wisconsin, &ec., a decper interest is prevailing and Free Baptists are dewvoting themselves to a wider and better work.
Several new churches are being gathered, houses
of worship built, and the walls of Zion strengthened.
Mission interests are being carefully at-

‘tended

to,and

there is a growing

purpose to

bring out all the talent in the churches and set it
6 work for Christ.
A series of special meetings
is about to commence in" most of the churches,
fromr which the brethren expect good results.
May the Father's blessings rest upon every effort that seeks His glory.

Quarterly Meetings.
RIPLEY,IND.,Q. M.—Held its last term with the
1'nion

church, now Zion, Nov. 24—26. Sofie of

the eburches were not represented in consequence of the cold weather. Rev. M. R. Mckee
wis chosen delegate to Switzerland Q. M. Home

Mission Report from Aug. 25: No. meetings,
99;
No. sermons preached,
64; No. members receiv-

ed, 10; No. baptized,

4;

No. family. visits, 37;

No. miles traveled, 740; Amount received, $58.
59.
Signed, M. R. Mckee, Home
Missionary.
The following resolution was passed

Resolved, That in the death of Bro. Charles
Hull, the cause of Christ on earth has lost a

faithful laborer and bis family a kind, indulgent
father.

We feelto sympathize with

the bereav-

ed family and the church, of which he has been a

@’ Aumale and the Prince devoinoille

selecting then

French

On Monday, in the Senate, among the petitions
received was one from the negroes of ‘Rhode Isgraded, and asking the passage of a supplementa-

xy civil rights bill, A resolution was offered dithe retrenchment committeee to investi-

gato the charges of fraud in the New ¥ork cus-

tom-house. A motion tb appoint Messrs. Buckingham, Pratt, Howe, Harlan, Stewart, Pool and
Bayard a retrenchment committee gave rise to a
debate which lasted until ten o'clock at night. It
was not of special significance or interest, and
the result of the whole was to establish the committee,~adding to it another democrat, Mr, Cas-

Books

BY MAIL,

The

refuses to-sell the crown

Jewels to private parties,

It is reported that Antoine Rubinstein,

the pi-

anist, has been’ engaged by Grau for a series of

concerts] in this country.

The

“

named is $40,000 for the tour.
~ © |
The Sublime Porte and khedive of Jgypt re-

Minister Bancrofiwon

Monday,

on,

*

with

. only

four churches were represented hy letter.

Bat the Hick, both sogial and the pu
services, were well attended, and were, very interesting. There soemed to be a strong determination on the partof the brethren,
to continue to

J You

ind

opkins, §

American

Se y

0

ton,

.

Mrs M A Sprague, Chepachet, 1 I,
¥ Ohicago Church,

is reached

14,378 prisoners.

Of these 2022 were convicted

they keep a reserve in gold instead of legal tend- |; and sehtenced, and thy ryst dis charged,
The two years’ lease of the Bay of Samana
er.
In the case of the* contested. election in
Georgia the committee reported in favor of Mr.
Norwood. In the House, bills were. introduced
to punish officials for bribery and corruption, to
make officers . appointing and ‘Congressmen rey

commending dishonest and incompetent officials
responsible for the misconduct,

legalizing

poly-

gamist marriages in Utah and dismissing prosecu«
tions there for polygamy, to amend the articles

‘of war, to repeal the bankruptcy het, to admit

Utah as a state, to remeve all political disabilities, and to enlarge the capitol grounds. A bill
introduced inaugurates a commission on the part
of our government to open subscription books

for two ocean telegraphs, one to China and Jap-

an, and the other to Europe by the way of the
Bermudas and Azores, the stock of the Atlantic
company being fixed
Pacific at $12,000,000.

at $8,000,000
A resolution,

and of the
introduced

by Mr. Hoar, was unanithously adopted, expres-sive of sympathy with “all efforts to establish selfgovernment and republican institutions, and

with the families and friend of all who have lost

their lives either in the field or on the scaffold

{he cause of civil liberty.”

in

Mr: Butler introduc-

ed a bill declaring women entitled to suffrage’
under the fourteenth amendment.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the bill appropriat-

ing $4,000,000 for government buildings in Chicago was passed. Mr, Stewart introduced a bill
proposing a sixteenth

free schools in each

amendment

establishing

State and Territory,

prohibit the President holding

one term.

went
gave:

amendment to

office

more

than

A bill wag introtluced and referred to

punish stock-gambling by public officers. The
retrenchment committee was directed to inquire

whether

any

minister

of our government

has

used his official influence in the interest of any
mining company.. Mr. Pool was excused from
serving upon the retrenchment committee.
The
sergeant-ut-arms was directed to arrest Saunders,
a refattory witness in North Carolina.
The report of the civil service commission, aceompanied bya message from the President, was received.
In the House, the banking committee
was instructed to investigate the regent suspension of national banks.
The Secretary of State
was instructed, by resolution,to furnish information concerning the printing of the statement of
the ease of the United States for the use of the
tribunai of arbitration at Geneva,
The bill for
the appointment of a labor commission was taken
up and discussed and carried over to Wednesday.
A bill was passed appropriating $69,907 to supply

deficiencies in the expénses of the Ku-Kiux committee.

;

On Wednesday,

in the Senate,

$250,000

was

appropriated for the expens¢s of the Geneva
commission, and $62,000 for the mixed commis-

sion in Washington.

in New York.

ish India thréejthousand housesjwere distroyed |
and ten thousand persons made homeless. The
suffering was great.
The progress of the Prince of Wales seems to
be quite. rapid. It'is announced that he will
probably be able to go out of the house in three

or four days.

The resolution asking

for infor-

about the naval vessels sent to 8an
was passed.
The House amnesty

Dobill

was debated,and Thursday at four o’clock agreed
upon for taking a vote upon it and
pending
amendments.
In the House, a resolution’ of in-

quiry was adopted relative to the expediency

of

the election of postmasters by the people.
Discussion was resumed upon the bill providing for
a labor commission, which was passed.

Oa Thursday, in the Senate, Mr.

Sumner .in-

ing for information relative to the lease of Sama-

bill was debated

taken upon it.

at lengtlf, but no agtion

was

In the House the day

- pent

in general debate upon the statg of the
dduntry.
Both houses adjourned until January 8th.
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The social and political advancement
is reported to be astonishing.
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Gregoris Peri Colian, a Chicago saloon-keeper,
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made available to all who desire to become

BOSTON

familiar

eess

MAINE

gcholars ; the Bethel,*1098; and the Navy Mission,
9340, The income from pew-rent last year was

A good assortment of Freewill Baptist Books,

$56,774, and the collections for charitable pur-

including Sunday School Books, can be obtained
“at the samo prices as at the office of publication,
from our*Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by calling upon

or

pores; $29,004.

+ In Oconto, Wisponsin, lately, three men were
killed by cars, one by falling from a wagon, an:
other by falling from a bridge, and another was

addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 88

Woodland Avenue, as above.
Freewill

Baptist

Books,

smothered to death under a sawdust

including

caved in upon him—making
within seven days,
:

Sunday

School Books, may be obtained at Dover prices,
of Rey. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.

MY

Bold by druggists.

intention to adhere to the policy of his predecessor.

Harmleks as Summer Dew,

The committee on retrenchment and investigation will meet in New York and begin examina-

Yet In the highest degree disinfectant and preserv-

canker:

-* SrLVER TIPPED SHOES.~Shoes

six futa] accidents
-

liams in reference to the probable course of government in Utah, but obtained little encouragement from the prospective change in. the department of justice, Mr. Williams indicated an

avoid e consumptine’s grave by using Dr, Plerce’s
Golden Medical discovery. For curing all throat,
bronchial and lung diseases jt has never been

ative, BOZODONT keeps the teeth always healthy
® and spotless, and the gums ruddy and free from

which

Elder Cannon of Salt Lake City has had an ine
terview with the new Attorney General Wil-

FRIEND, “stop that terrible cough, and thus

equaled.

pile

’

Ltion un the 8d . of Jannary.

:

\

are an important,

item in the expense of clothing children, as every
paront will understand.
They ‘invariably ‘wear out
‘#hely shoes at the toe flrat, dnd not unfrnquently beforo the other parts are a quarter worn.
Children’s,
shoos with Silver or Coppor Tips never wear outjat
the toe, and last twice as long.
Remember this.—
IN. Y Poet,
"irr

DOVER

since , October, 1862,

MUNICIPAL BoNDS—TEN

TO TWELVE PER CENT.

cent. pér annum.

Send

Other securities
market values.
Persons having
communicaté with
Dealer
13w46

taken in exchange at their highest
bonds for sale are requested to
us.
W.N. COLER & CO.,
sand Brokers in Municipal Bonds
No. 11, Wall Street, N. Y ~
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Deleghtes on arriving are requested to call at thé
lection was taken for the benefit of our church. fected with small-pox have been closed to travel.
chapel, corner of Mechanic and Franklin streets,
in €hicago,of $10.60.
- .
where they will find the reception committee to asThe Broadlands farm of J. T. Alexander, in
© Next session with the Mountain church, Dixsiym them homes. We hope all who can, will come
Champaign country, Illinois, was gold last week
‘by public conveyance. A ull attendance is urged.
mont, Simpson’s Corner.
ry
©
P.W.PERRY, Pastor.
BENJ. FoaGa, Clerk.
to A. E. Ayers and others in Jacksonville, for
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amendment in a modified form. A bill was in“Phe
trials
of
communist
prisoners
in
Paris
are
troduced directing that the national banks shall
have three per cent, in gold coin of their circula- progressing as fast as possible, and additional
tion on hand January 1, 1871, increasing there- courts will be ereated. There have been tried<t

"WM. RISINGER, Clerk.
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in the conter of the right,

French government
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AN ESTABLISHED FAVORITE.

“THE

VICTORY.” |

The Most successful Church Music
‘

.
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rice, $1.50.

be

Fer dozen, $13.50.

BOOKSELLER

SELLS

IT.

BIGLOW & MAIN, :ublishers, New York.
to

Successors to WM. B. BRAUBURY.
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Book published during

the past three years,
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* Publinhers,
BOSTON,
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BAPEISM.

This little book has been revised by the author,
Jeen clothed in an entirely new dress, and
prose
a very
comely
appearance. It should be Rh
\
Bap st family.
° Svary ag) Sd starch men,
per have
a
copy of
this
newly
rev
book. Pros In ¢loth, only 25 ets. ; m
Sscfut
aper covers,
16 ote, Postage extra; on’ theformer, ! rl 1) on the
latter, 2 cents
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Put,

Toddles's mother gave a *‘crab party.” Peo-

din

cup of weak tea, How cheerless the room
looked! The walls were bare,the floor un+. “Tgm afraid her mother won't approve | carpeted. She wanted to ask her father for
of such romping ways," said Aunt Jane, re- money to buy something for Christmas,—
lentingas she always did when her husband perhaps a hood like Charlie Danforth’s, but
his countenance ~looked so forbidding that
4
took.the children’s part.

OO

“Nay, give me back my blossoms!”
Said the palm-tree to the Nile;
But the stream passed on, unheeding,

With its old familiar smile.

tinent, have

.

“Now Tm off *

With its soft and silver smile,

.

That strange, long-wanderxing Nile

for

substituted

was

started the children.

« pis better they should float away
Upon my dusky wave,

turban,

the

s must be;
rings the fruit,

gerly welcomed them,

for Tom

was voted *“ one of the

best

and old,

And saw them, all unsighing,
Float down the river’s gold.

Danforth

« I am going to hang my stocking,”

The amber tresses vanished,

And the clear spring-fragramce fled,

Charlie, * for Santa Claus to fill.”

Came richly up instead.

big,” said

herhome. ' Upon this two or three of
boys commenced laughing, as boys
sometimes, whether they really see
thing funny or not. One of Charlie’s
ticular failings was that she could not

We doff the gleaming tinsel,

The golden crown to wear.
@ur sickness is our healing ;
Qur weakness is our might;

Life is but death’s fair offspring,
And day the child of night.

We conquer—

Grow rich-by growing poor;
And from our largest givings

*

‘We draw our fullest store.

»

Then let the blossoms perish,
And let the fragrance go;
All the surer and the larger

ing one.

Is the harvest we shall know.

She

Charlie,

And the reaping-day has come.

bethe
will
anyparbear

— Hymns of Hope and Faith.

_ « Any way,

The Family Circle

was

was

shocked.

he ‘would

It hurt him

to

But

thigk

again the ‘Lord is

bluer, the snow

Danfew

carelessness, but she remem-

bered, in time to prevent it, what her mother had once told her, that servants must
never be blamed unless there was positive

proof that they deserved it. She ha d'always

Tom
that

present from her pocket-money, but prese
ently rejected that idea, for she wanted all
her extra change towards a new sled,
though she knew her old. one was good
and
enough,—too good to throw away;
uncomfortable feelings came

back again; and so she went to blaming
Ellen, in her mind, as being the cause of

remembered it, and as there was no- positive proof this time, she finished her sen- all her ill-humor, and while she was think"
:
>
tere :
any-: ing she fell asléep.
’most
do
to
enough
« I'm careless
1 Peace on earth, good will to men.™
Yes, Tom knew,
thing you know, Tom.”
Was she dreaming, or did she really hear:
so he only answered, without looking
and
‘those words? 1 guess she was dreamicg,
»: Well, hurry up and take

=

pect they dre waiting

i

Basin.”:
Ly

it, for

I ex-

now

at the

for. us

;

{

she was
So Charlie threw down the skate
on, tossed her turban on the library
trying

and with a few flying steps stood" betable,
fore her aunt, with cheeks flushing and her

curls allin a tangle.

Jane held up the broken vase.

Aunt

« Qh, yes,” said Charlie, penitently. “It
was me. The man out here at the corner
had such pretty boquets;, and I bought one

*‘Could-

n't you add a few broken pieces of glass to’

J]

. the story P

Aunt Jane rarely scolded, and so after a
few admonitions to careless Charlie, to be

more careful in the

future,

the’ matter

that look-

« Where were you going with

ing head # for through the open door she
had seem Charlie's turban.
« Onlyto the Basin with the

>

rest of the

boys,” cxied Charlie, eagerly, her face wearing a pleading expression, for she knew

one to

with

an

idea,

A

always put her

rene mellowness of age, such a theme for his
muse, and that he has handled it with such a rev-

one of the most satisfactory results which the work
of compilation has anywhere brought opt. The

such asthe
tended will
work of the
with that of

to Charlie
Ellen had
everything
sky looked

dazzling

white, and

“Guess

mother

hearing

Aunt Jane's

version

and
met
&
past
I'm

Satan,

anyway."

out;

you

too.

“Phiis was all very

but down,

way

ed

her.”

ligious

these two passages:
«For thepoor always ye have with you.”
“Glory to God in the highest, and on earth,
peace, good will toward men.”
As Charlie laid her tired head on her pillow that night, after she had offered her
prayers, she said to her mother, just as the

ing

the

pockets,

Catholic Paris; and he is well known and gratefully appreciated in both Europe and America.

quiet ‘behavior

always

wriggled

contents of her

muff,

cuffs,

He ornaments whatever he touches, and stimulates the religious faith and enthusiasm of almost
every soul with which he comes in contact.
L Tho
h less original and striking than some of
his colaborers in the same field, his "werk fills an
important place.
.

and

on the bench, almost quicker than

you'll suck ’em. hard,

you'il find

ness,”

and set the example.

took

her

seat

the jolli-

Just here her mother entered the room, and
the deed

was

traced

to

Toddles,

who

in

answer to mother’s rueful face as she said
on examination of the soiled pockets ‘Why,
my little girl, how could you?” said, *(‘ause

they were so orful good I wanted to just
let ’em all have a little of it.”

* Sorrowfully Toddles was led heme, and
As a general thing, I don’t think there for purtishment, all the pretty Sunday dress
was ever a little girl who cared less for fine
clothes than little, busy, restless Toddles.
But now I don’t blame her very much for
having a wee bit of something like pridein
her heart as she looked at the roll of soft blue

velvet, that in Miss Day's deft fingers would
soon be converted into a coat and cape for
Father

her dream floating indistinctly in her mind.

Tom knew Charlie was * all right” as. she
entered the dining-room, and he made up
his mind that she would ask counsel of Aunt
Janeas she always did whén she was in
trouble. So after breakfast Charlie told
the yesterday,.
Aunt Jane the whole stor}-of

had

was taken
off, and ‘‘the old, every-day, afternoon things, put on.” Toddles said after

wards, that ’twasn’t the things people did
as the way they did ’em. So this Sunday
morning’s punishment wasn’t exactly the

back anything,

even to her

a
:
said,
« How do you want it made, little daugh=

ter?”

Ly

j
Toddles answered,
+ With lots 'en lots of pockets. To hold
things, you know,” she added, by way of
;
an explanation. ©

So

in gourse of time there was finished

first resolution of making Ellen a present,
and her selfishness in wanting to keep the
money for a sled that she didn’t need, and

as dainty a coat and cape as any little blueeyed, five-year-old lady could have. There

red covers.”

dress is another one, and two in my aprons

were two pockets in the front of the skirt,
and one on each inside of the cape,
+ I guess I will buy her a story-book with | «Four pockets in this, an’ one in my

she added, after she had finished,—

Why not get her something that will

be needful ?”? suggested Aunt Jane,

« Oh, I have it,” exclaimed Charlie. “I'll

clothes, or the

tears, she said:

** Well, Mr.

Satan, you

d of thw plaid dress.”

.

+

. * That's
«Ob dear 1? pouted Charlie.and
y, I wish
. I ain'tabo
‘me one, . ‘Sides,” I guess

deal of thought from that thoughtless mind,
to remember grandma's rule about the

pockets that were

* only made to hold a
Saturday evening

Ellen Turner got up as usual Christmas ! handkerchief.” - One
\

3

pecially, attractive to most persons of fine literary taste, even though there be nothing agreeable to them in the exuberant fancy and the reveling imagination. It is a red line edition which
has been pullished, and itis a fine specimen of

modern book making.
’
Paul Konewka’s silhouéffes have been the
wonder and the delight of almost everybody

staff and the characters that were immediately

By

of * Little Women,” »
&c., Boston: Roberts Brothers. 1872. 16mo |
i
pp. 216. Sold by E. J..Lane & Co.

Louisa M. Alcott

By
SING-SONG. ‘A Nursery Rhyme Book.
Christina G. Rossetti. With one hundred and twenty illustrations, by Arthur Huglies. Same
130.
Publishers, &c. 1872. quarto. pp.
1t is quite enough to announce a new book by

the author of Little Women to send orders in a
cloud to the publishers. The stories collected in
this volume are short, simple, and especially
adapted to quite young children, but they are
brinifull of Miss Alcott’s genius, juiciness, zest,
magnetism and heart force. The most popular
writer for the young whom we have among us
to-day, she uses her pen only to serve high ends,

and to win something better than a transient
Aunt Jo’s Scrap-Bag
and questionable fame.
will

and pleasant rela-

important

very

sustain

suspended

and

trees

Christmas

tions to the

stockings over a large part of the country.
The Nursery Rhyme Book is a very pleasant,

simple and well illustrated volume, abounding in
fairly good
The little

brilliant colors on the outside and in
pictures and choice rhymes inside.
people will welcome it.
>»
THE CRUISE OF THE Casco. By El
author of “ Elm Island Stories,”

Kellogg,
ete.
Illus-

Pp. 826. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
.It is enough to say of this latest edition to the
.¢¢ Pleasant Cove - Series” of books, that it is worthy of its place and its prédecessors.
Mr, Kel| logg has won a prompt and creditable popularity with the boys.
He understands, appreciates

|

and would help them to grow up into true self-res
liance and nobleness.
Phere
perhaps, for he writes freely
and he also makes a moderate
He does not tax
long way.
and we think he might bé

is a little sameness
on similar lines,
capital go a pretty

mental
doing

digestion,
quite a

safe

thing if he were to put his readers on a still more
substantial diet>
helpful writer.
OLIVER

But he is a wholesome
:
:

OPTICS

ALMANAC,

issued

and

by

the

same House, is a well printed and splendidly il

lustzated phifiphlet of 72 lurge octavo pages, having plenty of stories, facts, fun,suggestions about
tableaux, &c. It will be a pleasant thing to seek
information concerning weather, tides, &c., In a

pamphlet like this, w
ed is like a door
splendor,

every leaf that-is tarn-

opé

/

inta

merriment

and

hE

said:

¢ Mother, old Satan commenced,

and

Toddles helped him out, and she's so sorry
now.” Mother asked. nothing more, but

took the little girl in her arms and carried

relined,

and

never

afterwards

held

th.

literature, and they

dene their level
have kept their best level :
The second
best in their latest productions.

Enough
of the text of the several
plays is
given to suggest the characgers represented, and

axy, and excited not a little interest.

add something
"to. the -expressivencss

of these

background

its

speaking misses of the, hlackest ink set off by a
of the

whitest

paper.

In

way

the book is a gem, and it may well be prized all
the more because of the intimation that these are
the last of the designs from
which we are to > favored.

this

artist

with
;

”

work has been running as a serial in the GalFrom Ditson,& Co.,
we have received the
music, some of them
accompaniment, while
the instrument alone.

‘gent some
ucts. of

of the best musical talent and
the

country,

and

that

there

House bas lately done what it has been steadily,

THE LAST TOURNAMENT. By Alfred Tennyson,

and remeribering when new supplies are to be

THE DIVINE TRAGEDY,
Lon, follow,

pp.

150.

]

Same

Publisher,

‘By Henry Wadsworth

Same Publishers, &c.

1871. 16mo,

PICTURE POEMS FOR YOUNG FOLKS,
By Marian Douglas.
With Illustrations. Same Publishers,
&c. 1872. Square 12mo. pp. 104,

-

This

fruitful

House

i

takes care,

as

usual,to

provide for the holidays. Indeed much of its
work might suggest that the holidays run

through the year.

The books

whosg titles we

have given above are noticeable
meet a warm welcome.

ones and will
A
a

Mr. Butler will be especially rememberéd as
the author of that very popular poetic burlesque,
“ Nothing to Wear,” which went the round of
the newspapers some years ago. That produc:
tion has its proper place in this very beautitul
collection of his poems.
They cover a wide
field both of subject and time, and there is not a

stanza that is insipid; weak, or of doubtful moral tendency. Some of the poems are especially
| sweet and

graceful, and though

he

never soars

like ‘the few strong-winged singers who make
majestic music for the centuries,
yet he makes a

doing for years.

This

list is worth preserving

ordered :

THE
by

i

ScHOOL HOUSE

George

Cooper.

IN THE LANE.

Music

by

Words.

Edwin Christie.

TAMBOUR.——WELCOME TO
Jungmann,——GONDALINA.

~—MARCHES DES
By A.
SPRING...

MY

By Edward Dorn.—KITTY

Ty
i

es

d

1d dow

-

HAS

DARLING

Song and chorus, Words by
Music by Agnes Ashton.—— ..-

GONE TO Rest.
R.L. Cary, Jr.

OUT IN THE STORM. Song & chorus. Words
by Emma Fielding. Music by Edwin Christie.
——OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN. Words and
music byW. A.

—DEPARTED

McNeal.

FOR HER.,

Song by F. fH. H.——PRAY

TROUBLE

Claribel,.——NEVFR

DAYS.

gong by

TROUBLE

Words

TILL

by George

TROUBLE TROUBLES

YOU,

WesT WIND Garop,

By W.B. Van de Water. -—:

Cooper.

Music by W.

MINNEHAHA

MAZURKA,

Wellman, b § JEN

F.

Auerbach,

—NON

KE

.
Ver. Romanze by Mattie.
a picce
us
send
,
Messrs. Root & Cady, Chicago
M ky
of music entitled, Y¥ HAVE

Doxg ir

Unto

Root,
Song & Chefs, 1b is composed by Geo. ¥.victims

the
and dedicated to all who have aided
sy one
of the great disasters by fire, It is obviou
of the things

that

spring:

out

of the

heat ard

gpend their force on the affections of others.

ik PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL goes right on

{ts chosen way, with no faltering in its steps, and
vital,
real contribution to the treasury of American with Jess doubtful theorizing and more
in its
‘love God, when I see you every day doing song.
:
> ‘wholesome, stimulating, practical truth
younger’
those things which he forbids? You know
Tennyson has given us, in the Last Tourna- brain and on its lips than when it Was
It is.a very exwise.
less
and
ous
audaci
more
the Bible sdys, “If ye love me, keep my ment, another of the Idyls of the King, whiché|
8. R.: Wells,
‘| must be sandwiched between two of his earlier cellent. monthly, New
abi York:
cominandmente.’ Teil oving Words.

"

A-

noth-

Bostdn:

Butler.

°

Pl

prod:

is

‘Jumes R. Osgood & Co. 1871. 16mo. pp. 263.
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co,

/

Boston and New York,
following pieces of sheet
for the voice with piano
others are intended- for
To say that they repre-

ing merely trashy, is onlyto say that this fruitful

her into her room, »Don’t think Toddles MY SUMMER IN A GARDEN. By Charles Duds
ever forgot the kind, grave talk she and
ley. Warner.
With Iilustrations
by I. O, C.
Dixleys Same Publishers, &c. 1872, 16mo. pp.
mother had that afternoon. The pockets
were

a mark in the field of lighter

associated with him in several play~x of Shakespeare, are a surprise and a delightful study.

D. C. L., Poet-Laureate.
&c. 1872. 16mo. pp. 48.

into the hall, and a heart-broken little voice

said grandma, * don't

buttons and things,” that it required

gled, und the natural and’ supgruatural clasp
hands continually.
The stories are taking with
imaginative readers because of their
stragge
and suggestive substance; the style is so pure,
simple and cultivated that it makes the book es-

thought it all over! Just then mother came

these clean little

out, that was scrawled, guessed that must
be the place, and lifted the knocker.
”

stories, suggesting the Arabian’ Nights. The
beautiful and the horrible are about equally min-

PoEMs.. By William Allen

nd so she started off to make her
enough,
“Oh, 1 do, indeed I do, papa.”
your handkerchief.”
old mthat Aunt, Jane did not always purchase. Auit Jane told Uncle. Jacob, to hold next Sunday, when Toddles went to
fro
Suppose, my child, you should come to
"fhe
ahdso when Charlie came back ‘she found Sunday-sehool, mother made a careful ex- me, and say, ‘Dear papa, I'do love you,’
approve of such éxcursions.
:
‘
« With the rest of the boys,” repeated other giftsto go with hers.
me, could
amination of every pocket, to prevent the and then go away ard disobey
;
It was a narrow street, and the houses
- Unele Jacob, laughingas he spoke. “That's
»
goods I believe you?”
gontraband
smuggling
from
enemy
: esate * Only, Charlie, I think you and shops looked small ands shabby. J.
of
lot
a
‘No,
papa.”
such
**
had
Toddles
- gom¢ of Tom's cast-away Turner, Cooper.” Charlie spelled the name into church.
~ ought to
« Well, dear, how-can I believe that you
a good
hs

Translated by Prof. C. C. Shackford.
Same
Publishers, &ec. 1872. 16mo.
These are holiday books that follow no beaten
track. ‘They are as unique as they are attractivé. Mrs. Greenough has told four strange weird

mean to let a girl get further'n ¢ just so far’
and then leave her in disgrace. I'm in disgrace now, aint I?” She sat still and

anything worse than a handkerchief, a penis two more,” was Toddles's mental calcula- ny, or a pair of Sunday gloves.—N. Y.
hp
;
b
tion.
Evangelist.
”

Up stairs
took down

author

&c.

Boys,

My

SCRAP-BAG.

Jo's

AUNT

trated. Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1872. 16mo.

ARABESQUES.
Monar¢,
Apollyona. Domitia.
Ombra.
Mrs. 8. Greenough.
author of
* Lady Tremyss; or, Treason at Home.” Boston: Roberts Brothers. 1872, 16mo: pp. 213.
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
;

are

«Now Toddles,””
she:
apples, and strings, and
her put half-eaten
“I do love God,” said a little girl to’ her
and taffy, wor any of the |
cake,
of
pieces’
savings-bank ; there were bright five-cent hundred things that you will persist, in paps one day, when he had been talking to
pieces, and ten cens pieces in scrip. Char:
:
stowing away in your other pockets, in her about lexing Ged. ~~
lie counted thémand found there were just
« Perhaps you think so, Maria.”
ones, that are only made

buy her a pretty hood.”
darted to her room, and

——

Messrs, Sheldon & Co., New York, send us:
Lucia: HER PROBLEM, by Amanda M. Dougwho
can
appreciate
unique
art.
It
is
asfonishputting on of the others, but the sad, sort+ lass, and OUGHT
WE TO VisiT HER?by Mrs.
rowful look out of mother's eyes, who only ing how much character he can throw into mere Annie Edwards. Both these writers have made
| profiles. These twenty-one illustrations of Fal-

taking off of the Sunday

gone-over the waser on business, and in the

LAE

By E.

thought, she had distributed at least one
AND HIS COMPANIONS. Twenty-one
joint of a claw to each of the twenty chil- "FALSTAFF
illustrations in silhouette, by Paul Konewka.
dren in the room, and saying, ‘ Now if
With
ar introduction by Hermann
Kuyrz.

Pockets.

wear,”

AND WORK.

same subject will especially serve average read-

prayer, *‘ was just as sweet.”

abont, and asked questions on the picture
cards, that had nothing whatever to do with
the lesson, and talked to the girl next her,
and made faces at the girls opposite, Cousin
Nettie ventured to leave the room.
Now came Toddles’s hour of action. Shak-

«I believe just like Ellen Turner, this is
the bestest Christmas that ever. Fd
see.”

‘Sunday

CHRIST: His LIFE

2

,

gilt and muslin.

be especially and needlessly unacceptable to congregations of other {aiths.

ers. It is writtew with all the fervor, animation,
reverence and Chriitian zeal that eminently distinguish this thorough
Christian
scholar and
preacher.
He
js a Protestant. power even in

of the little girl, who

PETS; RECOLLECTIONS OF MY CHILDHOOD;
They are
STORIFS FROM FAMOUS BALLADS,
dressed up very neatly in their fresh attire of

to talk | prefer them elsewhere, and their presence will

Jesus

likelyto get.

are

think they

They bear the following titles: HISTORY OF MY

excellent collection of music.
The Confession
of Faith and Covenant which precede the hymns
may render it especially acceptable to a portion
of the Baptist churches; but some of these would

ks between home and

Charmed with this modest,

years ago,and deserve a new welcome itt a Yresh

career, which we

vor both on account of its choice poetry and its

so she tried

but

text,

the

to illuminate

ant juveniles, which had a wide circulation some

itself, are freely wel-

Cousin Nettie thought that the way in
which Toddles kept her usually restless
fingers in her muff, and bowed her head in

latter was leaving the recom,

Toddles's

voices

and

morning

indifferent pictures

the very

meant

are

which

comed.
The book is a treasure in spite of every
drawback, and though it may prove too large
and costly for general use among’ the smaller
churches, yet it can hardly fail to win great fa-

not one claw made khown its whereabouts, |

affair

had marked

enthusiasm

De Pressens¢, D. D. Translated
by Annie
Harwood. New
York: Carlton & Lanahan.
1871. 12mo. pp. 320.
This abridged and popularized edition of the
author’s larger and more critical work on the

e

sothe-

given to it; it merits

per which are here

lyrics that have set the hearts of the masses
throbbing with strong emotion, and in which re-

This voice, however, did n't help

The three short:

and exquisite humor to recommend it. Its litera

the Sunday school and vitalize the prayer-meetfig are here assigned places of honor, and the

there,

the Sunday-school were safely passed,

.

ry flavor is offthe most exquisite sort. But it
richly merits/the beautiful gilt and the tinted |

‘drum, or starched - dignity, or inanimate decorum, or drowsing solemnity. The airs that stir

in Toddles's

to make her feel comfortable,
not to hear it.

Then

really

bound into a beautiful book.
My Summer-in #4 Gurden would seem to need
nothing but its abounding zest and its subtile

which chiefly give it a burden to carry. .
The same House issues new and very tasteful
editions of three of Grace Greenwood’s plea:-

This time,

well

down

be

young folks for whom they are inbe very glad to welcome,and the
pencil “has thoroughly harmonized
the pen. It is a choice collection

gerel por ditty in the book, but it must be added
that there is’ nothing to encourage solemn hum-

said,

So

help me

would

There is no lack of solidity or

Poems are just

thing better than

actings, now, cause

did n't

of sacred poetry

Picture

spirit. Indeed, in its hymns find music, the one
noticeable quality is life. There is neither dog-

heart, was a little voice, sayfhg, *“Toddles'
deceiving, because she knows Satan's help

and ‘after

of the

not bad

I'm way down in this hall,
Mr.

distributed by

with Ellen Turner, her mother

I'm

lover

willing to spare.

I'm more’n ‘just so far,’ and I aint in disgrace, neither, and I did n’t fall neither, an’

Tom, dressed up to represent Santa Claus,
and two or three of his school-fellows who
acted as assistants. Among the beautiful
presents which Charlie received from her
was a giit-edged’ Bible;

es. But there are few things which the appre-

Her mother had often told her that ‘Satan
always helped bad actions, just so far, and
then left them in disgrace.” Toddles sat

and the children sang
There was a large tree

filled with beautiful presents,

from the abundant doxologies, chants and select pieces which fill many of the last pag-

short work with the distance, and her own
comfort, too. *
-

on the last step of the hall stairs, and

sMarian Douglas's

hymnology of Christendom and of all the ages has

ciative

4

erent self-restraint.

been, laid under contribution, and to some purpose. The number i8 very lirge,—needlessly
large, many will say. It exceeds 1300, aside

ever reached the end of the stairs without

latter

tude that our leading poet has chosen, in the se-

remedy in subsequent editions. As to the hymns,

the highest praise may be bestowed upon them
with safety. In character, number, variety, arrangement, adaptation, and the power to stimuulate healthy devotional feeling, they present us

said, ¢ My little daughter has done wrong,
and is n't sorry for it.” Toddles shut her
box of presents that he sent home, came a | lips then, and said nothing, for she was n't
own
father’s
bundle bearing on a card, in
quite prepared to yield. But as the day
writing, * For my: little daughter.” When wore on, and nobody noticed or petted her,
Miss Day came around to have a consulta- the little girl's heart was full and she sat
g the
and it must have been a beautiful dream,
sion with the big g folks before P putting
down to mourn on the same steps where,
aM, =: | son
A so see the angels. bring
buttons,
over
for in it she ‘seemed
talk
seissors to work, and to
but a few hours before, she had addressed
Ai
ing the good tidings.
and linings, and fringes, and. the other + Mr. Satan” in triumph. Now, with her
and
bright
d
dawse
ng
garment,
« make ups,” of a little girl's bedt
|- Christmas morni
elbows on her knees, and her fists thrust
clear, as pleasant a day as one _could wish miother turned to Toddles, who stood strok- under her chin, and her eyes half filled with
,
happy
very
g
to see. Charlie awoke feelin
ing the cloth with her chubby fingers, and

pot keeping

“in in time to hear her confession.

more

ria in Excelsis,”
Christmas carols.

and at night, after she had gone to bed. At
first she thought she would get Ellen a

then her bad,

from

falling, is a mystery, for unless she held on
with all her strength, she usually made

grand music, and the choir sang the~*‘Glo-

That was a wretched afternoon for Char-

lessly. ‘‘ Anyhow I stumbled, and it was
She was just going to
all owing to ——.”

round

and these she tucked up her wists, under
her fur cuffs, and in her muff.
How she

there were all sorts of questions to be asked

lie. A poor beginning for the week's holidays. She thought of it all the afternoon,

«Oh, I don’t know, 'thou’t it is the vase
I broke this morning,” said Charlie, care-

Aad

come,’ "—which-

“the merry Christmas bells ringing far
near,” were full of joyous music. Tom
her at the hall door.
“Guess who's come.”
But Charlie, with a glad ery, sprang
him.
.
«QO father, mother, everybody, oh,

been so much surprised.

:

went

The paper and hymn type leave nothing,to be
desired, They are positively superb. The mu-

with the crabs’ claws colletted from last

~ «

part was of course mysterious
who knew nothing of the song
been reading.
As. Charlie® walkéd home, *
seemed * beautiful to her. The

or almost any of the girls, he wouldn't have"

« What now ?” anxiously inquired Tom,

temptation ; and an’indirect plea for Judas shows
skill,~whatever may be thought of its sentiment,—in the management of his meditation
overhis treachery. The very familiarityof the
gic type is rather too small for the best effect and
the most satisfactory use, and, owing either to story, and the quiet simplicity and uniform calmits defective qualities or the, incomplete finish of ness of the work, will at first perhaps induce
the plates, more or less of it appedrs blurred and disappointment and a charge of feebleness; but
perplexes the reader. This fault ought to find a thought and study will almost surely beget gratiin relation to its outward or its inward qualities,

night's- feast, which she had hidden away
under the table. A few were. remaining,

Christmas I ever saw ; and I'll never doubt

a motionless

speak.

Toddles

“full,”

“Q Charlie Danforth, you are the best
girl I know of; and this is the happiest

Charlie should have said such cruel things.
Irit had been Mary Daly, or Carrie Foss,

her own expression, she was *‘ just ow! with
. -everybody, so there !” and invariably quarreled with her so soon as she was on ami-

up,

cried for very joy, and ex-

claimed through her tears.”

and so she hurried on in silence after Tom,

hoping that

This

face all

that Aunt Jane sent for your

lie's néck, and

minutes there was complete silence; and in
a little while the party broke up. Tom
walked away with a very sober face, followed by Charlie. And the last glimpse

¢ I'm in for a lecture now, I guess,” said
Charlie in a low voice tb her confidante and
ally, Tom, who-was two years her senior,
and who always took her part when, to use

wv

bright

home. And in the evening they all went to
a Festival, and the ofgan-pealed forth such

Ellen,

too.”

to keep the soap out of her mouth, but she
was mistaken ; for wheneger Toddles was

was she put both arms right around Char-

Ellen Turner, your father

the latter had of

claws,

the little giri’s lips were shut so tightly, was

dinner, and Uncle Jacob bought you this
sack, and here is my present,—a hood just
like mine.”
Perhaps, had Ellen been older, she might
have thought and acted differently. As it

in a faded shawl, with an
wont to say that she knew ‘ something figure, wrapped
on, and a pitiful expreswas up” when Aunt Jane called her by that .old brown hood
that, let Charlie live to be
face
her
on
sion
«¢ awfully long name,” never once rememthink she will forget.
Iden’t
old,
so
ever
number
same
the
bering that there was just
was to rush back and ask
impulse
first
Her
pet,
the
in
was
there
that
it
in
s
syllable
of
that wicked pride
boyish name which they had adopted in | her forgiveness; but
us, withheld her;
possesses
often
too
which
her.
of
and
speaking to

say Bridget's

her

hood.”
. Such ungenerous talk from Charlie

was
was

‘his

stairs to ra
i away. That night
when dear old Judy was giving Toddles her
bath, perhaps she thought that the reason

hastily opened the door.

and answered, of the folks who had been
away, and the ones who had stayed at

BY CHERRY MAY.

all

another, gathering the claws, then she tuck-

startled Ellen from

so glad,” and stopped, out of breath.

forth was a thing unheard of, and for g

cable terms with the others.

night.

drinks, and you are poor, and I wouldn’twear such mean clothes, and that old brown

_(Charlie’s Christmas.

« Charlotte, come here.”
It was Aunt Jane who spoke, and it
in her severest tones; and Charlie

stood

all cooked

to

able

her

lips together very tightly.
ny
The next morning Judy tied on the blue
|a-glow as she handed her parcels to Ellen,
bonnet, buttoned up the coat and leggings,
who took them, silently wondering.
and announced witli a relieved air, ** There,
*Q, Ella, I am so sorry I spoke out so
you're ready.” Taking up her muff Toddles
to you yesterday ; and
I'kad to cry about it
last night; and if only you forgive me I'll started for the’ other room, filled the two
pockets in the coat, and those in the cape
never do so again.
And- here is a chicken

Besides, even if he was the other,

more angry that she had not been
see such a distinction before.

When earth’s ripe autumn smileth,

the house, and

There

1 don’t see how it's going to make you any
better, ‘specially seeing you're so Cross
now.” And of course »Charlie was the

All the sweeter and the louder
Our song of harvest-home,

his back,

Then a memory came back to ed them into her appon, and stole off up

her revery.

angry with them all, and of course with
Ellen.
« T don't care, you great hateful. I am
{ as good as you are, and I guess p'r’ps betAnyway, my father is a minister. A
| ter.
minister to England,” she repeated,complacently.
* Well,
(0 ho,” laughed Dick Boyd.
he is a perlitical minister and hot a preach-

Our own way hourly losing,
To fin
eternal way.

®

through

So she was immediately

to be laughed at.

thus we rise by setting—
Tifrough darkness reach our day;

;

cause she sald so. But it is hard to believe
it always.” - Just then a knock resounded

cause she was sure no Sata ever visited

And win by. failure here;

pros

said

emember,

hung hers since she could.

"Tis thus we gain by losing,

Lord is come !

“Well,” she soliloquized, *‘it must be so, be-

never

had

who

Turner,

-Ellen

the. Evangelists, into meter, copying the method
common, to the drama, and so introducing choprepared
been
has
us
collectio
The
ed.
&c. It is mostly simrecitation, soliloquy,
‘rus,
Baptist
known
well
by & committee of several
ple,
the
words.
of
the
New
Testament narrative
divines, representing various sections of the are largely employed, and the imagination is
country, and whose eminent standing and. thor held steadily to the facts. Here and there may
ough competéncy might well awaken large exbe found a bit of freshness and majesty,as in
pectations and high hope. They have given us a
the soliloquy of Lucifer in connection with the
solid and magnificent book, whether considered
should otherwise have secur-

products than we

party, as I'have said, came off on Saturday

her of the dead mother, who had believed
on Him, and who used to pray to Him.

« 1 sh'd think you was getting "bout too

But the welcome fruit in clusters

°°

apd’

one of the jolliess girls
For a'while all was harwas general—on skating,
Chitistmas in particular.

his sister Charlie,
ever on skates.
mony, , The talk
the holidays, and

he gave

room;

»

role. He has put the story of Christ,as it is toldBy

doubtless done somethingi4o bring out choicer

by Aun

WH

* Longfellow appears unexpectedly and in a new

been to love and good works, yet they have

while he crept along the parlor floor; and

believe it,” she said. *‘Or, ifs he

Danforth.”

ea-

fellows,”

taken

funny names, gave her rides on

has come, 'tis only for rich folkslike Charlie

said

where they found a merry party, who

To the palm-tree said the Nile;
“Let me keep them,” said the river,
‘With its sweet and sunny smile.
And the palm gave up ifs blossoms

’

“I don’t

looked

while the children had arrived at the'Basin,

“Nay, ask not back your-blossoms,”

of. tea,

umphantly sung.

view, and if dome of the provocatiens have not

Cousin John called her *¢ Patsey,” and other

gifts excelling,

Himself is come;

or the Christ, the

always have the patience that [ ought to
have.” And then she busied herself about
the household affairs, getting ready for. the
MeanChristmas dinner on the morrow.

Give your bright flowers to me.

’Tis by defeat

Christ,

| she, apolggetically; “and I'm afraid I don't

“If your swéef flowers remain wih you,

go to bed?"

*‘ crab party” only

Kate's family, at Toddles's mother’s house,

home ;

In Jour hearts make speed

off

and

Aunt Jane

after thera with a sense of relief. |“ Idread the holidays, somehow,”

Than find upon their native stem ' .
A useless home and grave.

But the Gift all

hood

So the bright

will cover my head.”

on

To the wondering, wondering sea.

Mg

Many a heart and

I'll wesr my hood, and that

won't wait.

To leave your flowers to me;

meant a social cup

which

there :
*Predious Christmas gifts are gladdening | |

“ Can’t stop,” answered Charlie; ** Tom

It seemed to, say, * *Tis better far

Something caught.

It was a piece of a song,

falls far below ‘the highest plane which he has
occupied when his music has filled the air of two.
hemispheres, * Even Homer sometimes ‘nods,
and the Poet-Laureate flats not a little from the
key in which he has sometimes steadily and tri-

We have here the third collection of hymns

had been wrapped around a little box, ‘and together with a great dish of broiled crabs.
part of the words were gone. But she read Bit to the little girl it meant just’** fun.”

o

“0, Charlie,” called Aunt Jane. after
her, ** come back and curl your hair.”

¥

To his friend so wise

her eye.

* Oh, you splendid I” cried Charlie, feeling sure that she had gained her cause.

All heedless of the palm-tree’s sigh,

*Tis their departure

think

her, I don’t

changed

the

the big folks

To

a succession. of lines that are

as a whole, hardly up to’'the average level of the
charming things that have preceded it, and, it

and tunes for congregational use,prepared under
Baptist auspices and for the special accommodas
tion of Baptist churches, and issued within the
last few months, If rivalry is thus brought into

a little girl; who, no matter how tired out

she might be, ** didn’t wanter

lines and even

THE BAPTIST PRAISE Book: for Conglemutionsl
nging.
New York: A. S. Barnes & Co.
1871,
Square octavo. pp. 640.
}

alone, a grand thing for

not that/of itself,

productions for the sake of finding its meaning:
and mission. - There are some fine things in it,—
marked by Tennyson’s higher qualities ; but it is,

man-son,” John, ‘came and coaxed to have
Toddles stay up longer than usual? Was

she did not have the courage. After she
had washed the dishes and swept up, she

she'll mind Charlie's exercising on the ice,” sat down by the fire.

3

With its soft and silvef smile it flowed

Fruitless your

Uncle

* Unless Louisa’s two years on the Con-

“Give me back my golden ringlets!”
Said the palm-tree to the Nile!
But: the stream swept on in silence,
‘With its dimple and its smile.

I'll bear their yellow beauty

man who gat opposite as she poured him a

“ Can’t I go, please, Aunt Jane
¢ There, there; let her -go,” said
;
:
Jacob.

—

Literiry Review,

such things very often, so I
you ever went to one. Do
that Toddles liked it, when 1
Aunt Kate, and hér “big

ple don’t have
don’t believe
you wonder
tell you that

father,” met no responge from the scowling

his voice ; ** waiting !”

The Gain of Loss.
L

|

\
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Small Talk.

Literary

—

some years ago

The Literati of Years Ago.

¢* character

A writer in the Louisville Courier-Journal muses on the -announcement of *‘ The.

Poot of the Breakfast Table :"—

'

‘Among many secrets communicated by
the enterprising publishers of the Atlantic

thly to the gentlemen of the press,— |

--georets which the gentleman of the press, disregarding the injunction of the old song, are

expected not to

keep,—is one

which, albeit

+ of current literary interest, may, we dare
say will—start some sentimental memories
in the middle-aged American bosom. Middle aged ! There is a sadness in the thought
that
ten—eleven—twelve—nay,
en
vears have passed since the Autocrat of the

Breakfast Table began to be his own Boswell; and that in’ consequence ‘the young

people of that period can
youn

Leople no lenger.

call themselves

The divinity

stu-

dentis
by this time, a doctor of divinity;
the young man they called *‘ John” has
ot on in life, and, having made his fortune
ring the war, has settled down, after

the

orthodox Boston fashion, into s
.
spectability, lectures, libraries afd public
benefices; the juvenile Ben, Franklin like<
wise made his mark during
the patriotic
furore, was

a hero

and

soldier,

and

is a

member of assembly; and the little schoolmistress—why, bless

her !~-she must be six-

and-thirty by this time, and the “mother of
many ‘children ! Phantoms all; but the
will
ddme and go in spite of us,
Indeed,
there be many ghostly changes in thirteen
years; and when the poet resumes the wise
and kindly ° rattle of the Autocrat atthe
Breakfast

Table—which

spoke of——we may not
company
gathered to
“like, that e snow has
upon the
grave of the
sat opposite, the dear

is the

secret we

look to see the
listen.
It is
fallen many
old gentleman
old gentleman

same
most
times
who
who

gave the blessing at the end of the * long
walk "justas it has fallen, in real life, up-

on the graves of loved ones who laughed
and wept with us away back yonder in
1858.

Happy time ! happy, peaceful time !
ing was

alive

then,

and

read

the

Iry-

first of

those delightful. papers; and the grim cast
of powder and iron had not yet come smirching over the simple Arcadianism of the
American life and
thought and letters. The
pablic taste had not
been hardened—we
will not say corrupted—by learned and
world-wise “critical exactions.
The public
appreciation had not been cultivated beyond:
the capacity of wholesome diet by warlike
sensations. It did not need the details of a
battle or the burning of a Chicago to make,
. an event of universal recognition and significance. There is a quietude even in the
old names.

Hawthorne

lived

and

wrote,

and Longfellow was a most live and active
person, George William Curtis stood asa
sort of beauto all the muses—young and

trim, and Byronic,at least in

lar—and

his

shirt-col-

Aldrich and Winter were

mere

striplings. Lowell had written little prose ;
and George Hillard and Edwin
ipple
were oracles, Holmes and Saxe had been
friendly rivals.
The gregt names in our
military vocabulary were Winfield-Seott
and Phil. Kearney and General Twiggs and
Colonel Jack Hays,

mans,

- The Grants,

the Johnsons,

the

Lees,

the Sher-

were un-

known to fame.
Nor had the journalism of
the country been penetrated by such strong

names as Manton Marble and Whitelaw
Reid and Murat Halstead and Horace White.

Dr. Holland, and not Samuel

ited the Springfield Republican.

Bowles, edJohn Rus-

amused

himself

by giving what he termed

dinners,”

On one

occasion the

and Union:

Webster's” famous

STAR. DECEMBER

27, 1871.

not the least warming of sympathy,

I could

ham offering up ‘his son, instead
“of the pa-

not have told her about a joy, or asked her triarch’s ‘stretching

forth his hand and tak-

about a duty: I'mever could have confess- ing the knife,” as the Scriptures inform us,
ed to her any sin I had committed. How he is represented as using a more effectual
to obey, and how to get rid of punishment, ahd modern instrument; he is holdingto

guestitappented in fancy dress, and supported their assumed personations durin & | when 1 had not obeyed,—that was my en- Isaac's head a blunderbuss.
Berlin reprethe evening, but there was too much reserve deavor. But here was an under persen in sents ina picture the Virgin, and Child Iisand Shyness about this compulsory acting, the family, with no authority over me, and tening to a violin; and in another picture
and the experiment was not ini
no direct relations with me, but whose he has drawn King David playing
the harp
Anotherday all the convives were short- whole nature made her beam
upon me gen-| at the margiage of Christ with
St. Cathersighted, and, all feeling free from notice b Y |ially and kindly. And my. fidelity went out ine, A French artist has drawn, with-true
their neighbors, enjoyed themselves heart- to her, I would
have served her. Nothing French taste, the-Lord’s Supper, with the
ily, Not so the deaf
‘men, who on meeting could have prevented me from doing it to table ornamented with tumblers filled with
at the house exhibited extreme irritability the extent of my
; and, as if to crown the list
r. I was
to give cigar, lighters
ap the afflictions of the others. The dinner my life, almost, for her.—Beecher.
these absurd and ludicrous anachronisms,

uid

of wits and clever men was of couse a fail-

"| the Garden of Eden has

ure,” The great success was the dinner of

fools. The host cleverly contrived to persuade each person
he was the exceptional guest, and the consciousness of in-

tellectual superiority added

greatly to the

sujovIent o the evenin
a wide experience of the

e host had
of converoccasions,

“sation put forward on al
and must,

doubtlessly, hav&@Peen convine-

ed of the great difference

that exists

be-

ro

—

What a pity that there is not
words:

what

an income

n tax upon

the Queen

a common

liar,

with

would

the National Debt; but who

could collect the money ?

drawn

ing ducks.”

get from it; but, alas! talking pays no toll.
And if lies poid double, the government

might pay off

been

Adam and Eve in all their primeval simplicity and virtue, while near them, in full
costume, is seen a hunter with a gun shoot~

Tax on Words.

Common fame is

Hearsayis half lies,

A
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‘

to the opinions of

*¢ HT

hoi

and Dizzy,”

not know what,in the family,—one of those

E hd

f

’

A flash of lightning rushes through space
at such a rate that it might go from the
earth to the moon in one second. Then
what time is allowed a man’s nerves to
transmit to the - brain the impression of fa
stroke
brain
lutely
| lence

of lightning ? and
to understand such
none ! "The flash
and darkness a life

what time has the
a crash ?
Absooceurs, and in siis cut off. Expe-

rience bears out this deduction, for

‘sor Tyndall,

The Suplight.
Mrs.
Union :

Beecher

says,

in the Christian
.

We wish the importance of admitting the
light of the sun, freely, as well as building
those early and late fires, could be properly
jipressed upon our housekeepers.

-No

ar-

in

in

Profes-

his ‘Fragments.of Sci

ence,” gives the following circumstance :
On June 30, 1788, a soldier in the
borhood of Manheim,

being

neigh-

overtaken

rain, plgced himself unter a tree,

beneath

very

sudden}

aged

3 Miigon, and 6 days. vy suddeniy, ogo 57513 ears,
call:

eee

ed, I% we believe she had hep work

well done, and was “ready

done and

to be offered.”

In

the death of this lady, n
only a Jorge family
have met with a seyere loss, but “also the neighborhood in which she resided. A very able and

Ln
by Bev Hy.oo ro. pee
done what she could?
he
Vv, Fran

ey,

from

0

© FRED INSLEY. only child of J. H. and A.M.

0

Greelgy, died at Wilmot
+»
.
aged 1 year and 12 days,
earth’s evils, he eDjotst
rfect training
y
eeply afflicted parents be constantly Ye

blessed and eternal re-union when
shall call them hence.
ABBIE A., daughter

Nov,
n
|

Funeral of Gen. Anderson.
The funeral of Gen. Robert Anderson,

he ‘woman at his side experjenced the
shock in her foot, but was not struck down.

by

lightning
and

fell senseless to the earth.

way,

on

the

shady

side or'the sunny side,

of Cannes in the autumn, and returning mile after mile. He takes the deepest.inwith the spring to London fog. A spare, terstin politics and affairs, and never alungainly figure, galvanized with incessant lows his devotion to literature to interfere
motion, that multiplied itself in jerking with his thorough knowledge of current
wrinkles over a countenance like that a events. Though during the last four years
child bites out of gingerbread, a sharp, im- he has given the world his admirable transperious voice, a negligent dress, touched jation of the Iliad and the Odyssey, he has
with nationality by the unfailing plaid, conr= t the same time been a frequent contribupleted a picture of eccentric force and con- tor to the editorial columns of his paper
(the Evening Post). -Occasionally you will
scious originality ; and the natural curiosity
that inquired his name would have been see in the Post a political article Pb his
pen, displaying the greatest knowledge,
satisfied by the harmony between the a
pearance and the history of Henry Brough- the largest experience, the highest powers
of reasoning, and the most perfect mastery
am,
:
For he looked precisely like what he was of his subject. I Enow not where, in the
—a man who had done many-great things whole American press, there could be found
without being great, had left nothing com- discussions of public questions equal in|
plete for want of eoncentration, and in his ability to some he has recently written. It
zeal for correcting others had forgotten to only needs that one should listen to the congovern himself.
Devoted in early days to versation of Mr. Blyant on any national or

21st,

aste

the

H.
of Albert.

and

Alm

Ambrose, of Moultonborough, died, Oct, 27,

19 years b months and 9 days.

. young |

ter sought Christ and was baptized
two

by the wri

years ago, and ever after set an e

which'® woman had previously taken shel- conscientious faithfulness in all Christians
ter. He looked upward to see whether the worthy of imitation, Durmg her short sickness

branches were thick enough to afford the required protection,dnd in doing so was struck

bird of passage, seeking tine milder climate

a

Ms. PHEBE,
wife of Mr. Hazen Duntley, die-"
Milton, Nov. 26,

‘Wondersof the Lightning.

the hero of Fort Sumter, which took place Some hours afterward the man revived, but
tween the discussion of wise and foolish tale never loses in telling.
Ags a snowball. at Nice, 18 thus noticed by an Italian journal remembered nothing about what occurred,
men, as well as of the gradations between grows by rolling, go does a story.
TKSy
savé the fact of his looking
the
these two extremes. In thése gradations it who talk much lie much.
If men only said as furnishing a valuable lesson of republi- branches. This was his last actup of at conwould be difficult to fix the position of what
can
simplicity
:
4
was true, what a peaceful world we
sciousness, and he
passed from the consmall talk, the power of evolving which is should
Bee! Silenee seldom makes mischief ;
Fife and drum preceded™the mourning scious to the unconscious without pain.
a gift and not an acquired talent, pos- bat talking is a plague to the parish. Siconcourse, because those two warlike musessed in perfection by very few,
Professor Tyndall relates thus his own
lence is wisdom, and, by this rule, wise sical instruments were the ones which marThere is a vapid, taste
small talk, men and women are scarce.
Still waters shaled- Americans to - victory or "death in experience :
detested by all;
there is also a spark- are the deepest; but the shallowest brooks
their long struggle with the English to
Some ‘time ag I happened to stand in
ling, empty, meaningless conversation,— brawl the most: this shows how
plentiful
a numerous
audience
pure froth and. bubbles, no doubt, but the fools must be, An open mouth shows an drive them from their country and estab- the presence o
lish their independence.
There was no with
battery
of fifteen large Leyden
foam of more valuable ideas; and it is as empty head:
If‘the chest had gold or sil- funeral drapery around tae coffin, because jars charged
beside me; through some
necessary ‘to make them palatable even as ver inc, it would not always stand wide’
Americans do not consider death a calami- awkwardness on my part, I touched a wire
a good bead improves the pot of porter open.
Talking comes by nature, but it
th® battery%and the discharge
though it wpuld , not satisfy the mildest needs a goofl deal of training to learn to be RA but as a law of nature, as the repose of leading from
thirst. Solid discourse is all the better. for a quiet; yet regard far truth should put a bit life, just as nightis the repose of day. There went throug my body. Life was absoluteoft for a very, sensible interval,
little light setting, though ‘bare must be in every honest man’s mouth, and a bridle | was no hearse, because Americans desire. ly blotted
their remains to be borne to the grave by without a
of pain. Ina second or so
taken that there is not too much of - it.” We upon every good woman's tongue.
their own countrymen. There were no
returned; I saw myself in
delight in the eloquence of the learned prohi we iA talk, at ois Jor. us be free
fessor who speaks of the earth's crust as from slander, let us not blister our tongues torches lighted, because Americans con- the presence $f the audience and Shpatates,
he
help of these external appear~
familiarlyas the cook speaks of piecrust, with backbiting. Slander may be sport to sider this ceremony as a’ puré® matter of
immediately concluded that¥ had
and we respect the scientific warriors who tale-bearers, but it is death to those whom business. The great light of day.is enough
The inteldiscuss the art of War as illustrated on the they: abuse. We can commit murder with for them, as they consider it the emblem of received the battery discharges.
consciousness of my
position was
Hog's-back and -Chobbam ridges. Yet a the tongue as well as with the hand. The the soul’s life after death. The coffin was lectuall
few flashes of folly from the utterer of small worst evil you can do a man is to Ijure his covered with their national flag, because restored with exceeding rapidity ; but not
To prevent
talk - give a momentary ease to overstrain- charactey; as a Quaker said to his dog, ‘I'll Americans who were proud to honor it in 80 the optical consciousness.
ed intellects which has: dhly to be felt to be not beat thee, nor abuse thee, but I'll give their lifetime have the privilege to envelop the audience from being alarmed, I observappreciated. Few people are more profi- thee an ill nume.’’ All are not thieves that themselves in it when ty to the grave. ed that it had often been my desire to recient in small talk than the smart men of dogs bark at, but they are generally treated There was no display of ribbons, decora- ceive accidentally such a shock, and that
But
society ; but they sometimes overstep the as if they were; for the most part believe tions or medals of honor, because Ameri- my wish had at length been fulfilled.
narrow boundaries of their limit and:become that where there is smoke there is fire, and cans live and die for their ‘country, not for while making this remark, the appearance
undeniable bores. The most favorablé spec- | whatfeverybody says must be true. Let us showy distinctions, but as a matter of duty; which my body presented to myself was
know no other distinction ‘save virtue thas of a number of separate
pieces. The
imen of the class is a professional man who then be careful that we do not hurt our they
flavors his small talk with some slight #llu- neighbor in so tender a point as his charac- and patriotism. The uniformed officers and arms, for. example, were detached from the
sion to his own special business, but with ter, for it is hard to get dirt off if it is once soldiers were simple and decorousg their trunk and seemed suspended in the air. In
grave bearing exhibited their re- fact, wwemory and the power of reasoning
caution,
tor fear that it should tegenerate in- thrown on; and when aman is once in peo- silent and
to anything valuable and worth listening to. ple’s bad books, he is hardly ever quite out spect for the honored dead and* his family; appeared to be complete long before the opDiplomatists are
particularly distinguish- of them. If we would be sure nos to speak the mourning was not affected, and one tic nerve was restored to healthy action.
ed in this line. Withan apparent freedom amiss, it might be as well to speak as little might see that sorrow was in their hearts. But what I wish chiefly to dwell upon her,
|®f speech and power of making themselves as possible; for if all men’s sins were divid- They were true citizens, accompanying to is, the absolute painlessness of the shock,
agreeable, they say nothing that is worth ed into two bundles, half of them would be his eternal abode thei» worthy iellow-coun- and there can not be a doubt that to a perSpectators were son struck dead by lightning the passage
remembering, and carefully avoid commit- sin of the tongue. ‘If any man offend not try man, Gen. Anderson.
ting themselves to the very mildest opinion. in word, the same .is a perfect man, and penetrated with a feeling of religious sym- from life to death occurs without consciouspathy.
What
a contrast between this fu- ness being
in the least degree implicated.
Even those menowned for good sayings able also to bridle the whele body.’
néral and thoseof the great European per- It is an abrupt stoppage of sensation, unacsend forth brilliant expressions which calm
Gossips of both genders, give up the sonages who have died at Nice!
Immense companied by a pang.—Evening Post.
reflection shows are not worth analysis or shameful trade of tale-bearing ; don’t be the
repetition. When the habitue of half the devil's bellows any longer to blow up the processions were on those occasions comWilliam Cullen -Bryant.
courts in Europe ponderously proclaims fire of strife. heave off setting people by posed almost of hirelings, who were comthat a constitutional throne is a chair with- the ears. If youdo not cut a bit off your pelled to be present! Those who attended
Mr. Bryant is now seventy-eight years of
out arms, and that an absolute throneis a tongues, at least season them with the salt the funeral of Gen. Anderson will net readily have the remembrance of that ceremony age. and if he were nominated and elected
stool wi
k, listeners are struck of grace.
Praise God more and -blame effaced from their’memories.
‘
with the profundity and accuracy of the neighbors less. Any goose can cackle, any
next year, he would be nearly eighty before
remark; yet five minutes
later not one fly can find out a sore place, any empty
he ¢ould enter upon his. term of office. He
would be able to execute its meaning. Po- barrel can give forth sound, any brier ¢
is still perfectly sound in body, and his inHenry Brougham.
litical small talk flourishes at the Wednes- tare a‘ man’s flesh.
tellect is extraordinarily vigorous and vivaNo flies go down your
day and Saturday
evening parties of the throat if you keep your mouth shut, and no
cious. Ihave met him on various occasions
season, though
female arguments not un- evil speaking will come up. Think much,
The most listless traveler by the great within a recent period’ of time, and have
frequently rise to the digaity of acrimoni- but say little ; be quick at work and slow at Lyons Railway would have turned to give been surprised at the strength and livelious party disputes. Yet there are numbers talk ; and above all'ask the great Lord to a second look to the extraordinary person. ness of his powers. He walks as lightly
,ofimen here who fluently run over the lead- set a watch over your lips.—John Plough- attractive by his ugliness, who haunted aud briskly as any man of twenty-five; and
jing questions of the day and darkly allude man.
Broadthat route for many years, like a grotesque you may often see him Tron

sell Young was reading proofs for Colonel with fn air that is intended to imply very
accepted as
Forney; and Croly and Conant were bare- much “but which is usually
ly out of school.
Dana was an embryo meaning very little. Pie chatter’ upon
iitterateur, and had perhaps little thought fine aris and music is more general since
of becoming a war secretary—a man of ac- most persons believe they are well fitted
ibn and businéSs—to burst. finally into the 4 to be critics of painting, sculpture, archigorgeous newspaper sunflower of to-day. tecture, or the opera; and it would be imThe Duykincks and Parke Godwin and possible to build any fixed opinions out of
Dr. Griswold held possession of the critical the unconnected ideas put forward on occitadel in New York; and the old Home
casions of discussion.
tel
Journal, with Morris and Willis, was a real
Small talk is good to a Certain extent
literary power iu the land.
Porte Crayon when mixed with something
better; but
was a lion; and Miss Flora McFlimsy made the eternal repetition of=nothing in fine lanuage, or senseless jabber of those who ona sensation as great as the Heathen Chinee,
and snuch more substantial and better de- i speak that some voice may be heard, is
It was fashionable in those days scarcely bearable, and all the efforts of soserved.
to discuss Poe and the Raven.
There was ciety in general shouldbe directed to checka Bohémian set who were going to estab ing too great a development of this. evil.
Ed
lish a new religien in literature and set up’
a new school, in the execution of whic
purpose they drank great
ntities of beer
A Severely Proper Person.
great ppse-suli of tobacco and
« and smok
wrote all manner of odd rhywes, irregular
and funny as their own lives—until—until
I recollect that one of the most severely
there came a sudden flash and smell of proper and saintly
persons that'I ever knew
powder, and when the clouds blew away never had one particle of religious influence
they were all gone, like the goblins in the on me. I had a perfect terror of, renal
Castle Specter.
:
tion for her piety; but I would not
Eo
A queer old peaceful time! When Macau- to tell hera secret, or to tell her“my sorlay wrote that letter to Rives of Virginia, rows. The last thing that I sould ever
redicted what fame to pass very have thought of would have been to go
“and
speedily, all those pens flew into an indig- and bury my head in her lap, and ask for
nant passion, and his lordship got’ himself her sympathy
or advice about any wrongroughly rebuked for daring
to cast an as- "doing into which I"had fallen.
persion upon they Qerpetuiey of American
But old Aunt Chandler, whodvas, 1 do

Liberty

el

and fidelity, and truthfulness and conscience senting to the child a modél of a Dutch.
and virtue; and toward that person I had man-of-war, ‘In a Dutch picture of Abra-

—

entleman
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gr

»
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of

of
typhoid fever she was strongly impressed that her
end hadeeme,though her Physician thought differs
ently: She calmly made arrungments for her funeral and personally asked the writer to preach the

sermon,and sweetly fell asleep in Jesus. Parents,

a brother and

two

loss.

sisters

deeply,

mourn their
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ticle of furniture should ever be brought to
our homes tao delicate for the sun to see all
.day long. His presence should never be excluded, except when so bright as to be uncomfortable to the pyes. And walks should
be in bright sunlight, so that the eyes are
protected by veil or parasol, when incon~
lacing tnd unlacing. wit
veniently intense. A sun bath is of far
more importance in preserving a healthful
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condition of the body, than is geperally unManuf'd and for Sale by
derstaod. A sun bath costs nothing, an
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reforms that needed no martyr,
he sacri- international topic to be convinced that he
that "is a misfotrune, for people arg deluded
ficed little, and won no veneration in carry- has the mind of a statesman as well as the
5
Pear]
Street,
Boston,
with the idea that those things only can be ing them out. His reputation, at one: time gonins of a poet and the wisdom of a phi_.» SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE SHOE STUDS.
good or useful which cost money. But réosopher. As everybody knows, he has also soon jn his long career that
Shoe Manufacturers Supplied.
member that pure water, fresh air,'sunlight hiseat,latercame
fame fell below it, and he seemed ways held the democratic, or, one must
and homes
kept free from all dampness,
grow but little after ripening.
But rather say, the Jeffersonian theories of govwill secure you from any heavy bills of to
his energy forbade him to retire from ernment; but he was an anti-slavery man
the doctors, and give you health and vigor public life. Even if he had not loved to be or free-soiler long before the existence of |
which no money can procure. Itis a well talked about, he loved work too well ever the republican party, with which he has
As we import our own Goods we are able to offer
established fact that
Je who live much
°
?
be idle. Besides, under all his passion been identified since "its foundation. He a LARGE STOCK of.
in the sun, are usually stronger and more to
conflict and personal display, there lay entertains the most liberal yiews, is an arFRESH
GOODS,
healthy than
those whose occupation dé- for
dent free-trader, believes in progress, rean bonest and hopeful; faith
in progress,
prives them of sunlight.
IN
and a purpose to drive¥it on in all ways form, the American eagle and the glory of
Born in the presidency of
that his energy could open.
But the great the republic.
Scolding.
ocvasions, for his peculiar powers had all George Washington, he has studied the ad-
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He has refused many high
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offices
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that scolding is the parent, of meagerness. life was filled with action without effect,
prices and sizes, on hand at a saving of one profit
It is not easy for this generation to real- him by successive Presidents, preferring All
Whoever saw a plump termagant? The
to the buyer.
,
said, ** Tut, tu; tut!” and.
gathered the virago is craggy—cragginess is the badge ize how much
Brougham outgrew, and the labors of an editor, the happiness of a
BAGSTER’S
PUBLICATIONS
apples up in her’big apron, and took me by of all her tribe. It would seem that the at- helped the world to outgrow with him. At poet, and the life of a man of fortune, to
ol
the hand, as though she was going to lead trition of a fierce, exacting temper gives ths time of his birth the horizon of human anything else which the world could give. on hand or imperted to order.
me to castigation, but really shielding me shaipness to the human frame as inevitably experience was abeut to enlarge suddenly He still sings as grandly as he did sixty
SIMMONS, Tr-as,
litera~ |.© 2m45 H. E. 116
X
toria Woodhull.
We had™not Colonel from observation, and went and hid them as a gritty grindstone puts a wiry edge on a and grandly, to tafe in new histories writ- years ago, wh en he gave American
Washington St, Boston
James Fisk, jr., but we had Captain Isaiah in a drawer, and gave them tu me one by broad-ax. - Artists understand this fact, ten by the French revolution, our own na- ture one of its noblest contributions in his
;
Rynders; and what a sensation Paul Mor- one afterwards.
and govern themselves accordingly. They tion, and Napoleon; new sciences and in- poem of ‘‘ Thanatopsis,” which has been a
Health Economy, Good Living.
phy and his chessmen raised, to be sure! "1 shall never forget good old Aunt Chan- invariably represent ladies supposed to be ventions ; new. ideas of human rights, and household word to so many generationsof |
edition of Mrs. CORNBLI~iAL Just Zublished, a revis
Charlotte Cushman made Meg Merrilies al- dler, who when I was sent to bed without
iven to the *‘ the rampage” as remarkably of what it was possible and wise to do for Americans.—Cineinnati Commercial.
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pecially
commended to the attention of young housethe yard, and all the girls were in love with bring ‘me some bread and cheese. 1 used brands, says flatly to their faces that their poor’and left them ignorant; when Ireland . PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obit | eepers, Lo whom no more acceptable present could
be
made.
For sale by ‘all booksellers. Sent by mail
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Bret Harte and John Hay to feel very guilty for thinking that bread noges are sharp.
We have a dim idea that was a province, and Scotland had scarcely uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
ipt of price. 1I'HOWPSON, BIGELOW& BROWS
had not put on their literary pinafores, nor and eheese was better than praying, but he mentions some exceptional cases of la- a voice in legislation;, when stern statutes not patronize it, must accompany them with cash on
Joaquin Miller his war-paint.
Bundy, 1did.
dies with snub noses,who are gigen to snub- branded a Catholic as unfit to rule, and equal to five fees a line, to insure an insertion,
2
dreamless of an- American Pall Mall Gaa petty thief 8s unfit to live. ': The
1 would have Jone anything in the world bing their husbands, but those form a miid hung
zette, read law in Wisconsin,
Howells was for Aunt Chandler. I remember a circam- variety and only a small proportion of the peers led the state as a powerful order,of Brevityis speciaNy important. Not more than a
and the NEW SINGING BOOK for
the denizen of an Ohio village; and the stance which showed how strong a hold genus scold.
; which the pale mimicry now lingers; the singla square can well be afforded to any single Only a litle while,
Day Schools will be ready. ;
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press was but beginningto know and afraid obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
“ brave boys " of Franklin square were lit- she had upon my affection. Once when
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¢ had serious my father offered me a privilege, which
tle chaps in roundabouts,
to
use
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might;
routine
cramped
the
(whichis a first-rate one) will be duly*iiounced.
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caricatures then; for the wit of Rochefort wag the bright consummation of my ideal |.
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and
tradition, in spite of the shock it had reof joy, saying, *‘ Henry,
(which is superior to any yet produced) is by
Tintoret, an Italian painter, in a picture ceivedin a neighboring country, still over- sumption, aged 21 years. This was the last child,
united in the peneil of Nast. In literature, a hunting with me P”. and my heart boundTHEODORE
E. PERKINS,
manna, awed inquiry. The few who ventured to and only daughter. For three years in succesion,
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TAYLOR, and
in arb, in science, all was crude, imitative,
ed with écstacy, she, not knowing anything: of the Children of Israel gathering
has
death
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this
family,
and
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one
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them with look into the, foundations of the existing its members. Two worthy and promising young
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rural, Why, Maurice Strakosch was con- take my ‘snuff box, and run down to Col- the, modern
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sidered w first-class pianist and John B. lins’s’ and get me three cents’ worth of painted the aged Simeon at the circumcis- tle thought of rebuilding upon them, Not ‘The hearts of their parents are made sad and disTHEODORE
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while
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all
their
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was
ion
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aged
men
and
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Gough made people cry.
heart sank within
that Brougham early and consciously de- Muy their hearts be consoled, while they hope
snuff.
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heavy ;but I went. And oh, how I'did run, in these days wear spectacles, the artist has voted himself to this’ very work—few men their
loss is their children’s guin. Emma was un.
shown
his
sagacity
by
placing
them
on
Simwas!
I
as
do
plan
their
destiny—but
it
was
the
work
barefooted
oung
lady.
From
her
childhood
up,
umiable
There is nothing that helps a man in his
In a picture by Verrip, of for which his nature fitted him; and when very diffident and retiring in her manI get the snuft, and hurried back home; eon’s nose.
conduct through life more than a knowlt when I got there my father was gone. Christ healing the sick, the lookers-on are the hour came he threw himself into it with ner, in her womanhood, modest, quiet, and unasCELEBRATED
edge of his own characteristic weaknesses,
suming, but few understood her
“¥éil worth,
represented as standing with periwigs on
SAWS
:
which, guarded against,become his strength, Oh, what a black hour that was to me! I their heads, To match, or rasher to exceed ardor. He was impatient of control and She. was almost idolized by. her parents, and CERCULAR SAWS,
insatiable of knowledge. - And no one bet- beloved by all her associates and friends, At HAND SAWS,
as there is nothing that tends. more to the had lost the chance of going a hunting! If
this ludicrous representation, Durer
has ter understood that the freedom and the the time her health began to fail she had but WOOD SAWS,
~ success of a man’s talents than his knowing you have been boys, any of you, six or sev- painted
the expulsion of Adam and: Eve knowledge which were the life of his own just begun to play the organ for our choir, All CROSS-CUT SAWS, OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,
the limits of" his faculties, which are thns en years .old, and had ‘such a chance, and
were Rleased, and we anticipated much aid from
Are Supegietto all ethers:
;
concentrated on «seme practical ob Sok: lost it, you can imagine what I suffered. If from the Garden of Eden ‘by an angel in a being were also the needs of his nation in her.
But how soon were our hopes disappointn you want to know what sorrow is, look at dress fashionably trimmed with flounces. his time, or more resolutely sought, both for ed! She never made an open professionof re"* One'man can do but one thing well.’
~
Every
SAW
Warranted.
ina
the sorrows which young folks have. They The same painter in his scehé of Peter deny- the sake of commumicating them to his ligion, but some three or four years
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